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As the death toll from the devastating
earthquake and tsunami of two weeks ago rises
above 150,000, world leaders have been meeting
in Jakarta, Indonesia to survey the damage and
work on relief plans. The United States has
pledged $350 million (versus $200 billion spent
killing Iraqis in the last couple of years) to cope
with the staggering problem.
It has been estimated that up to a million more
people in the region will die from disease due to
contaminated water supplies and lack of proper
medical attention. And the quaking has not
stopped, with well over 100 large-magnitude
“aftershocks” registering since the main event.
Meanwhile, Global Alliance Investment
Association continues to stand “ready, willing and
able” to provide virtually unlimited assistance for
all kinds of humanitarian projects. Who will work
with that which is offered?
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1/2/05—#1 (18-139)
SUN., Jan. 2, 2005 8:15 A.M. YR 18, DAY 139
Manila, Philippines
RE: WHERE ARE YOU WHEN THE “CHIPS” ARE
DOWN?—GCH/D
OBSERVATIONS CLOSE TO HOME
Home in this statement means “self”, greetings
and impacts as in “cause” and “effect”—as “when the
next stone is flung and it is one too many”. It certainly
is “interesting times”. You are given the most
precious opportunity to serve, change an entire world,
and still you want “someone else” to do it “for” you,
and some are quite irritated that our work is so slow.
WE ARE IN THE MOST TEDIOUS OF ALL TIME
AND PLACE AND IMPATIENCE SWELLS
WITHIN BUT I WATCH AS PEOPLE
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COMPLAIN, SUGGEST, AND SCATTER
“PROMPTING” INSTRUCTIONS, AND ALL
WITHOUT ANY NOTION OF CIRCUMSTANCES
(REALLY), OR THOUGHT OF POSSIBLY
DIFFICULT TASKS CONSIDERED BY “ALMOST
ALL OTHERS” AS TOTALLY IMPOSSIBLE AND
“AGAINST ALL ODDS”.
I’m sorry, friends, but others involved are also
“human” and perhaps it is time I speak of these things
of which you will likely find somewhat more than what
you want to hear.
I will address some things which were sent
specifically to “Doris”. Are they actually for me?
Are they urgently important somehow for her? Are
they complaints or are they intended as pats on the
back or slaps in the face (hers or mine)?
GOD IS WAITING FOR “YOU” TO DO
SOMETHING BESIDES “STAY SAFE AND
SECURE” AND NOT SPEND TOO MUCH OF
(Continued on page 2)
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“YOUR” MONEY. IN OTHER WORDS, LET
GOD AND SOMEONE ELSE SAVE THE DAY,
WEEK, MONTH OR CERTAINLY, THE YEAR.
In the very face of doing absolutely everything to
get a job done at the worst time of the year and to
establish a coalition based on GAIA and collateral
assets (as set forth on DAY ONE in this journey),
“Doris” receives the following and yet scattered to a
wide audience on email communications. This from
one who has done just about as much damage as
would have been possible to our products, our
corporations and yes, our paper and personal email
circle as in “family”, et al.
The message was short and pretty well worded,
but do not forget that I can know intent and exactly
when we are being quite soundly “chided”.
“What a fantastic opportunity to benefit ALL
mankind by establishing a GAIA World Disaster
Relief Organization!
“If not NOW—WHEN? Blessings and Happy
New Year!”
We assume the reference to “opportunity” lays
somewhere between Tsunamis and earthquakes (well,
“sea quakes”) of which there have been sixty-plus of
major size (5 or over) in less than a week in the South
Asian island chain, from Sumatra, Nicobar and the
Andaman Islands. Also “natural” floods are hitting Sri
Lanka as we write—causing more devastation to the
“refugee” camps. Oh gosh, God must be a terrible
thing? No, MAN creates his own reality.
Please don’t try and fool ME; most of you
haven’t the slightest idea until NOW so much as to

where these places are unless you, of course,
vacation there with the millions of Europeans who
can afford to travel hither and yon to relax and
recuperate from strenuous lives of self-gratification
and hard days at the “exchange” desk. How many
people do you actually suppose were “there” in the
area to solve the woes of the world? No, not even
one, and not even the people who LIVE THERE
(or perhaps better put—did live there).
These are not NOW creating more Tsunamis—but
more are coming while the playing holiday crowds are
drifting around in merry-making.
There IS a little island less than 15 miles from the
epicenter near Aceh where the people simply listened
to the teachings of the elders: THEY WENT TO
HIGH GROUND THE MINUTE THE QUAKE
WAS FELT. Why? Because the handed down
wisdom is practiced: “Feel a quake—go to high
ground.” NOT ONE PERSON WAS INJURED
FROM THE WAVES—NOT ONE. The minute the
ground shook smartly they dropped everything and
went to the high ground.
Now Readers, this is a place that was
ACTUALLY MOVED BY SEVERAL METERS
AND “RE”LOCATED. THE SHIFTING WATER
EVEN CAUSED THE AXIS OF YOUR GLOBE TO
“WOBBLE”.
So, make your complaints, place your blames and
expect something for nothing, but light candles and stay
on your knees instead of work and let’s just see who
and what “gets there first”.
IS IT POSSIBLE THAT IN PLACES SUCH
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AS ARE FOUND IN VOLCANIC AREAS—
WHERE FOOD WAS ON THE TABLE AND
PEOPLE “THERE” AT THE TABLE, AS WELL,
AND ALL WERE MISSING—THAT THEY HAD
A SIMILAR “WARNING SYSTEM”?
Now the talk is of massive warning systems and
lack of same, to blame. Poo! In the words of Jack
Nicholson: “You can’t handle the truth,” so why taunt
us about what we can’t get accomplished this
afternoon?
The whole purpose of a successful GAIA
program is already fully established for disaster
readiness into the billions of dollars (or whatever
the currency might be). Ah but, SOMEBODY has
to stay the course long enough through whatever
difficulties and LACK OF SUPPORT may come,
to get it done—DON’T WE? I suggest that
inquiring minds GO BACK AND READ WHAT
WE HAVE TOLD YOU OVER AND OVER
AGAIN—RIGHT DOWN THE MOAs AND
PROGRAM/PROJECT OUTLINES.
There are NOT going to be “magic” showers of
“do it for me”. You have been LIED TO for
centuries (at least 2,000 years) that somehow your
SALVATION is not your problem so let somebody
ELSE die for you. TRIPLE BS! Well, it isn’t OUR
problem either!
We have, further, friends of the spiritual path and
healing arts IN INDIA. Ah, but, they are staying
quite “safe” at the “Master’s” feet a long way away
from the disaster.
We have the way, the product know-how, to
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handle the “infections” and diseases and TREAT the
water—but no way and no volunteers to even get the
product out of Makati, Philippines.
If not YOU—who? Us? OK, thank you for the
support. We shall get it done but it obviously will be
on our ability to function time schedule and so be it.
“If not NOW—WHEN?”
We don’t know so when are YOU going to get
this done?
Do we come off as insensitive? Consider how
your hits might impact those doing the very best they
can to precipitate action. Too quick on the draw with
a half-cocked program and STOP is the operative
term!
We have people at very high levels working
ASAP on this and the proper steps have to be through
the proper line of command. AH BUT—when going
to the Embassies to make connections—EVERY
EMBASSY IS CLOSED FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
The Ambassadors won’t be back until after Tuesday
at the quickest. They are off on vacation as was Kofi
Annan of the UN and G. Bush so who can possibly
RESPOND to any bothersome “solution”? ’Tis fine—
GOD CAN WAIT!
Wouldn’t it be lovely if the Ambassadors were to
have gone home or to the area of disaster? Not so,
friends—it was and still IS, vacation holiday time! Oh
well.
The facts are that the ones doing this nasty
trickery—chose the time PERFECTLY! Meanwhile
YOU miss everything ELSE happening here and there
in nitty nasties.

FBI PROBES JET LASER THREAT
Oh wow—and in the U.S. too!
Oh those lasers are dandy WMDs, good friends.
I will offer just a short piece later regarding such light
waves as these lasers are being AGAIN directed into
the eyes of the cockpit crews of aircraft from U.S.
coast to coast. NOW come announcements that
“terrorists could use the devices as weapons”. Where
are your brains, citizens? It is exactly what brought
down your infamous “over Texas” shuttle loss. If you
can read—go back and read 18 years, minimum, of
our writings for we have kept NOTHING from you—
not even our hoped for projects here and yes, also
there where you ARE.
The bigger problem is that we have so few who
even help us that it is quite boggling that those who do
not help do insinuate and demand the most impatient
innuendoes of “failures” or lack of speed and always
the messages are worded in such a way as be able to
somehow claim to have not meant it the way it IS.
NO, YOU MEAN IT EXACTLY THE WAY IT
“IS”.
“What’s in it for me?” is the bottom line and no,
that is NOT the way GOD measures a man other than
discounting GODLY intent.
If saving a person, a nation, a world, or even
yourself, is not worthy of your giving “something”, then
how can you possibly expect GOD to furnish you with
more lies in the face of TRUTH?
How can anyone expect a piece of “GAIA” if
you are not willing to even help us stay alive?
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So again to the “If not NOW—WHEN?”
What difference can it possibly make? I, too,
think NOW would be a dandy time as to “when” but
“there you go…” Free will planet is exactly THAT—
every individual has FREE-WILL to create, destroy,
blame, or claim others to act, etc. A lot of people
respond simply as: “Get a job and get a life!” “I gave
at the office” sounds good but is as transparent as
crystal glass. You gave “time” when I am most
interested in what you were doing when you weren’t
giving “time” to anything related to our “cause”?
***
I am going to intentionally leave out references to
ongoing activities regarding specifics about our actual
work here TODAY.
We are awaiting a final ruling on injunctions
regarding the Tallano standing in the Court of Appeals.
Now, it is expected that the ruling is going to be
favorable for the following couple of reasons: 1.
Tallano offered a tremendous whack of the T-A
holdings to Lady Unconstitutional President GMA and
she, in turn, through her half-brother lawyer, is
arranging to have that ruling turn out favorably. Well,
it is tacky but yes indeed, a positive ruling can only
help “our side”. This coupled with rumors of use of
GAIA and “those Ekkers” speaks of full recognition of
holdings—proven by the acquisition of a certain
Peruvian Economic Top Adviser who has already
confirmed the documents in Lima, Peru. Wow, I
consider that a good afternoon’s work, friends.
COULD “YOU” HAVE GOTTEN IT DONE? Well,
we have four hands here and they have managed to
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get it that far while struggling through life while making
those other plans.
We are not asking for accolades—we are asking
that you stop flinging rocks for our people have nothing
further to “give up”, not even family. So be it, for in
the annals of history it will be no more than a blip on
a screen but there will be noted a “time” when things
CHANGED. How did you expect that good old
“deaded Christ” to return? Oh yes, now I
remember… clouds, salvation, wings, raptures (unless
of course, you are not a Jesus person and then it is
death and brimstone in Hell!). Gee whiz, what a
lovely notion in which things must not be so bad here,
tsunamis and all. Who is going to feed you, clothe you
and shelter you—on those CLOUDS? God? Oh right,
after you have cursed HIM soundly and demanded
things be done YOUR WAY? Nifty, if you can get
it, I suppose.
I also expect you to go back and read AGAIN the
Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion. You have
been “HAD”, hook, line and LEAD sinker. Put in a
few more delusions and FACE FACTS and we can
work through these dastardly plans for your
enslavement and massive destruction of people as
depopulation of your planet continues.
NOW TO YOU FILIPINOS WHO THINK THE
PHILIPPINES AREN’T IMPORTANT—A WORD
OR TWO, YES, EVEN ABOUT TSUNAMIS.
We will bring this to publication along with request
for a MAP of the Philippines with the “trenches and
troughs” so that you can see the predicament and
DANGER facing this very archipelago.
[QUOTING the Philippine Daily Inquirer,
Opinion Section, Page A14, January 2,
2005:]
“Tsunami” is from the Japanese
words “tsu” (harbor) and “nami” (wave).
It is caused by SHALLOW-SEATED
EARTHQUAKES
OCCURRING
UNDER
THE
SEA
WITH
MAGNITUDES OF AT LEAST 7 AND
WITH
ACCOMPANYING
VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT OF
THE SEA FLOOR. The vertically
moving sea floor pushes up the water
column, producing a huge bulge on the
surface of the sea, which, upon collapse
generates giant waves or tsunamis.
A tsunami consists of a series of
waves arriving every 10 to 60 minutes.
In coastal areas, the waves can be as
high as 10 meters and can move up to 2
km inland. [H: Hold your breath for
this is NOTHING compared to the
BIG ONES waiting to hit elsewhere
but for now we will focus directly on
the Philippines only.]
Some 44 earthquakes have generated
tsunamis in the country (Philippines)
since 1856. A tsunami and a magnitude
7.8 earthquake, caused by the movement
of the Cotabato Trench, hit Mindanao on
Aug. 17, 1976, killing some 8,000 people.
Of the 796 tsunamis recorded from
1900 to 2001 in the Pacific Ocean, 117
caused casualties and damage, according
to the Tsunami Laboratory in Novosibirsk.
Of the total, 9 percent was
GENERATED IN OR NEAR THE
PHILIPPINES.
The high death toll from the tsunamis
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triggered by a magnitude 9 earthquake
off Sumatra on Dec. 26 showed that
countries in South and Southeast Asia
and on the eastern coast of Africa were
ill-prepared for the killer waves.
[END QUOTING]
What have “I” done to protect my
team in this pending disaster already
happening? I have them on the 25 th
floor of a building far enough away from
the sea as to have to go through a major
BAY and have to travel some 30
kilometers at over 60-ft. waves to knock
them out. This old building is still the
best around here because it has
withstood some really nasty killer
quakes—undamaged. Water in the
parking underground might well be nasty
but will not interfere with daily routines
as long as the power stays ON.
The quakes are already hitting the
Philippines so what else is new for this
Sunday in paradise?
Now, please, to you who are
offended by my discussion I would
remind you that “discussion” indicates a
two-way interchange—no more; no less.
I also get back interesting comments
about “If they (our team) need anything
from me they could just ask.” No, this
team WILL NOT ASK. Our whole
experience is as open as a crystal book.
This is simply the bottom line, good readers, and if we must beg, we shall not! If you could have
helped and didn’t, or stopped, or
whatever else may have interfered with
this goal, then it is FINE, don’t you
see? Choices are YOURS, not “ours”
as regards YOU.
We are NOT in some spiritual quest
or conquest. We have a very difficult
(called impossible) task at hand which
is manifest in very personal human
physical form and that is simply WHAT
IS. Debating, quarreling or threatening
us will not change an iota of the facts
of this incredible mission.
So many of you are literally
wallowing in boredom and “wishes” that
it is truly shocking that you overlook the
most exciting and incredible mission
ever to be brought forth on YOUR
PLANET
and
within
cosmic
interchange. So be it.
Dharma, I don’t want to write more
because I want the information on
geophysical happenings presented in the
paper as soon as space allows.
Opportunities knock, Dharma, and
all we can do is be prepared and open
the door.
If we are doing the
“knocking” and the door is shut or
slammed in our faces—it is fine for we
will simply move on JUST AS DOES
GOD. Others must find their own
directions, stagnate or move on—but it
is no business of yours as to “which”.
We do NOT push, drag, force or
demand anything—we offer, accept
response and move on.
GCH
dharma
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In This Time Of Kali
If Not YOU—WHO?
12/31/04—#1 (18-137)
FRI., Dec. 31, 2004 7:45 A.M. YR 18, DAY 137
Manila, Philippines
RE: EVENTS TO NOTE: THANK YOU BACK
HOME. TSUNAMIS, POLITICAL INCREDIBILITIES,
A DIVE INTO THE DEEP OF GAIA, FDN AND
OTHER POINTS OF THE MOMENT—DJE
THANK YOU AND OBSERVATIONS
OF THE MOMENT RELATIVE TO “HERE”
If not YOU—WHO?
Not knowing where in the world to start this letter
home I am stunned at the pile-on of un-natural events
but of which we have most certainly become
accustomed to facing as “new circumstances” every
day of our awakening lives.
I’m afraid that I have reached an unbelievable
observation that MAN is totally nuts!
This morning the paper’s headlines and front-page
pictures are of British tourists in their sun-suits (nonclothes), lolling on the beach of the hardest hit
Tsunami area in all of Asia. Comment: “Nothing is
going to ruin our vacation!” This is the attitude of
uncaring “visitors” with the “it’s not my problem” and
we have come to Phuket to holiday”. So, pronounce
Phuket any way you like and it will still sound enough
like the “F” word to enjoy the irony of the moment as
in Phuk-et. Pardon the total crudeness of the
circumstance. Near (well, a long way OVER) 100,000
bodies “stinking up the place” which also forced the
tourists back to the beach with on-flow winds to be
able to “survive the stench”. Oh my, and WE are
supposed to do something miraculous?
So be it, we ARE.
Soltec has promised he will give us another
TRUTHFUL geological lesson in a few days but our
time is back-to-back, wall-to-wall meetings and
instructions follow-through in this day of “opportunity”.
Welcome to the world of Tom Bearden’s
predictions and impacts of energy that actually move
islands and wobble the very planet. And no, it was
NOT a 9.2 quake—that was the start but the
massively shifting water did the rest. Please also note
that the damages to the South of epicenter were
extremely minimal when this thing should have put
Australia to a full-blown spin. A test run to disaster
presentation, we are shown in blood and horror—while
blaming it on GOD. Mind you, not the Monkey God
or Elephant God or even Sai Baba—but the CHRIST
God. So, to move on and let that lay a few days more,
please.
Our duly elected President of these Philippines,
FPJ, was assassinated right in the face of dozens of
partygoers just before Christmas. Funny thing was
that a hearing was scheduled for the very following
Tuesday in which it was already presented that he had
won the election by some 2.7 MILLION votes buried
in corruption. That hearing was to blow off the lid of
the corruption so appropriately enough he had
whatever he had two days before and of course the

hearing AT THE SUPREME COURT was put aside.
Funny thing back at the farm:
The
administration players had presented fraudulent
documents at the onset of the campaign showing
FPJ was not “actually” a Filipino. This was an
incredible publication that DIDN’T FLY then or
now. BUT the man doing the ruining of documents
in the records of historical value is now cleared of
all charges as he had been ordered to again appear
before Congress for interrogation and then on to
court for criminal trial, was released yesterday
because it is said the witnesses didn’t produce
documents and thus the case could not be heard.
How is THAT for interesting law?
Facts are that many such “interesting” legal
proceedings take place on weekends when NO
ONE IS IN THE COURTS. Oh well, just
remember that the adviser and Ambassador to the
Philippines who is TOP ADVISER, is the
FORMER HEAD OF THE MOSSAD. Even the
American (U.S.) ambassador has had to admit that
even “he” is celebrating Jewish holidays at the
Embassy as did Bush at the White House with the
smile that he, too is partly “Jewish”. Perhaps
everyone should take this opportunity to do some
serious reading of the past 18 years of just the
Journals we were able to publish. We are IN
THOSE TIMES of which the prophets so eloquently
spoke in their very human forms. Certainly that
Time of Kali (chaos) is upon us all.
In the same notion of possible manipulation it is
interesting to note other spectacular things
WRONG with information regarding this massive
South Asian quake. It went from 8.9 to now, 9.2.
It was always listed by the U.S Geological Survey
as an “above 9” so how in the heck did they know
in ADVANCE? Then, it had to match the numbers
so was raised to 9.2 to meet the needs of the
moment’s most carefully monitored and manipulated
“results” of such a “hit”.
Moreover, this massive hit was not a slippage
or a “slide” as it was a vertical displacement which
always, in the sea bed, causes tsunamis which can
now be DIRECTED along the HAARP grid and
nicely presented strings of quakes at chosen Island
Mountain Ranges moving through the places
bordering “deeps”. Displacement of waters in the
“deeps” can be totally devastating as proven this
instance. Moreover, the immediate damage from
the 9.2 epicenter strike is not the worst of it as it
only proved the “directional capabilities” of such
management but then the follow-up string (51
“aftershocks” 5+ Richter through 12/30) in the
undersea mountain chain off Sumatra and North to
the Andaman Islands which are obviously separate
“hits” and until yesterday all but one or two at the
SAME DEPTH of approximately 10 kilometers
which “could”, and probably will, slip the entire
range as now the new shocks are consistently
“deeper”. [Many of those earlier shown at 10 km
depth have been “corrected” since some 30 or more
quakes all at 10 km looked suspicious.]
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More interesting to note are THE PEOPLE
who would usually be vacationing during these
particular vacation days WERE NOT THERE. It
would remind you of the Trade Center and/or the
Oklahoma incidents. Are we naïve or what?
So much for Asian quakes as we go about our
plans while life interferes: We wish to thank
everyone who, we hope, made the move, finally, to
other facilities in Las Vegas. This, again, during
the worst TIME of the year for last minute shifts,
etc. This will ultimately bring better security, and
for our “about to be” corporations in South Asia,
etc., we are thankful to have it out of the way to
better manage the paper as well. We still have to,
apparently, do it all in steps and while clearing out
a lot of debris in the process. But, it can
apparently be handled if we don’t have to
“overload”.
I can’t name names in the thank you lineup but
we are now able to get on with updating of the
corporation manuals and adjust to more
“international” intercourse. We have to wait and
see how this shakes out here.
PHILIPPINE “ERAPTIONS”
(ERAP ESTRADA AND BAD KNEES)
So the powers that be “here” let Erap out to go
to Hong Kong to have his U.S. orthopedic surgeon
fly in to do surgery on his long-damaged knees (and
which could have quite easily been accomplished in
Manila but without the hoopla).
AH BUT—when in Hong Kong with family and
already prepared for the surgery, the surgeon was
denied ability to “work” in Hong Kong. On again,
off again is again on again—but awaiting whatever
comes next.
It is KNOWN that in the upheavals of the
Philippines it WILL BE swirling around Erap
Estrada, who is constitutionally STILL THE
PRESIDENT. Well, without FPJ it is probably
good for our side but being apolitical we have to
note that we have no input.
We do now know that the Peruvian economist
hired by President Gloria (GMA) is ending up to be
a sort-of blackmail deal—a job as top economic
adviser in the shape of De Soto of Peru (actually
no joke). He can validate GAIA and has done
so—IF he was put into high places of political
payoff. Now, how is that for “being important”?
But friends, with this sort of flirting with
incredible events, isn’t it good news—probably,
even if appearing at first glance non-functional?
THE FOUNDATION
We are told by the judge on our side that he
has been told that the decision regarding an
injunction placed on everything “Tallano” will be
forthcoming very soon (actually yesterday—but it
didn’t happen). This will turn out positive for us no
matter how it actually presents. We only need the
backup from the FDN as to agreements for
potential gold holdings to present our solution to the
emergency mammoth funding now required to allow
any survival in the South Asian states.
We have enough trouble just getting together
enough directors to even have a FDN meeting and
when called to emergency session day before
yesterday—ONE, besides EJ and I, showed up.
Again, Oh Well. We just have to pull a bit of rank
in the holding category and move forward with the
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U.S. corporations backing us and the 40%
recognized holding HERE.
We already have signed documents WITH
GAIA between these parties, which allows us to
move on in the face of such incredible antics.
We went on and had a major meeting and
agreement with guests. We have the “Captain”
from Norway, the businessman from South Africa,
and the rep from Papua New Guinea willing to do
any service possible in this emergency circumstance.
Norway has only about 3 million people of which at
least 800 who were vacationing in South Asia—a
popular winter retreat—are “missing”. So,
opportunities abound in GAIA-land.
SO TO SOLUTIONS
Of course we HAVE the solution and even
VK Durham has recognized that and tried to get
Rick to go to Iran in 1997 to offer help for the 7.1
quake in Eastern Iran: 1,613 dead and 3,712 injured.
Rick couldn’t go because of the U.S. Sanctions
making it off limits to U.S. citizens. Now, however,
we will get help from some very important allies
HERE.
A proposal has been issued and will be taken by
a Senator to the Ambassadors of every involved
nation backed by any necessary gold holdings of the
FDN. That will start being presented TODAY so
we look forward to some busy weekend jobs to
bury us a bit longer from any routine writing or
activities.
Some of our already now established colleagues
are already in Hong Kong where higher-level
decisions regarding Filipino involvement can be best
established. I am not naming names because we
are journalists and our sources are kept both private
and confidential.
This whole arrangement could be totally private
and never made public until countries begin to have
assets to help THEMSELVES. There is no claim
being made against the U.S. The debt will only be
used as “reserves” facilitating funds backed by
equal purchase of gold which can produce the
funds for obtaining help and recovery of the
stricken nations—most especially Indonesia.
I believe we will find that the six and a half
years here has truly come to this day with having
been well worth the effort and, meanwhile, we
know that the assaults on our very beings, globally,
have only really reached into high-gear—not
OVER. And yes, we hold enough assets to easily
handle the economic needs—IF WE CAN JUST
USE IT. We know that with those that are now on
our side, it can be done and once “done” it can’t be
undone without revealing the manipulators all the
way up and down the line. Can we take it? Oh
yes indeed, for we realize it is now far more
difficult to get rid of us than to simply “use” us.
NEIGHBORS
We have intentionally left meeting with our
neighbor, Charlie Cojuangco, until a bit later after the
“holidays” but that will work in its own good time.
Meanwhile his Father, Danding, is buying up companies
in all of Southeast Asia and just acquired a biggie in
Australia. I believe we will have some mutually
interesting discussions when the time is right. The
government has been forced to cave-in on several
ongoing confrontations—good for our side.
Yes we can, yes we can, yes we can….. (???)

MARCOS REVELATIONS
The local government, having recently considered
bailing itself out of disaster by use of the funds Marcos
holds, is now up the creek and the paddle got
impounded. The U.S. has legally put a freeze on all
those accounts and won’t release the funds. Oh my
goodness, politicians are grafters out of their minds.
With the constantly breaking corruption incidents
unfolding against everyone, including the First Family, it
is sickeningly funny. Good for us Americans—those
dudes of the dark side have moved into holdings in the
U.S. into the billions of dollars laundered. Moreover, they
have laundered money in every place elsewhere
appropriate from Hong Kong to Australia, New Zealand
and parts uptown everywhere. I don’t mean “millions”;
it is now into the “billions” and this in a world where
NOTHING supports anything, especially that dollar
thingie. These miscreants of the worst sort own milliondollar (and up) estates from New York to parts of
Canada, California and even Mexico. No wonder “the
people” are caught with nothing—but oh my goodness,
when that dollar bubble bursts, I’m sure whining and
whimpering will be heard globally. Of course I sure do
want that SS to keep up a while longer! Being old and
years of working makes “now” a possibility for us.
Moreover, in our potential activities, we can use
any currency that will be based on GOLD, which can
then be easily converted into any currency anywhere.
GOD DOES HAVE AN INTERESTING AND
PERFECT “PLAN”.
We are finding that the Writ of Execution requiring
that the Foundation collect the Marcos funds might
very well be a fraudulent filing with the court and
seems to be unsigned as an order by the court. It is
a relief waiting to take hold but can bring us a lot of
allies of the best kind. Even Marcos’ holdings are
backed by GOLD as established in coalition with
Bush-Reagan and with predominant input from U.S.
Senator Laxalt (Israel FIRST) who “cut it clean” as
history reads when the takeover took place here.
A friend of over 40 years ago called to visit on
Christmas Eve and the realization of the need for that
particular personage to our present condition is without
question—but truly “interesting”. I won’t go into that
here or now but reality comes seeping through the
inability to comprehend Truth and Reality of now as
established through those many years of “less
interesting” times.
We will continue to push “the line” forward and
as far as we can while realizing that each “new
year” we have changes and movement forward and
this from onset of thrust into this time of change in the
Odyssey of Life experiences.
Who are “we”? We are everybody and nobody.
Our job is no more important than YOURS—just
“different”. It is sad that there are those who actively
work against us but they are the measure of our
lessons learned and also measure quite accurately the
growth of conscious reality and, moreover, capabilities
unrecognized.
OK, I am now going to close this because we just
experienced the most incredible of all “signs” for the
whole of six years.
A beautiful hawk JUST NOW soared past our
window and in-our-face—goose pimples and all.
This was the color of a “redtail” (Little Crow) and
about that size as opposed to the larger Eagles. It
came by three times to peer at us and I about passed
out on the floor. It simply does NOT happen here.
He then soared out of view and probably back into the
ethers. Ah but, I for one can face anything that may
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come, dreams or otherwise, as it flows. I do believe
in “signs”—when they hit me in the face!
I will, however, share something extremely
personal and which gives boost to the hours of typing
alphabet soup letters into messages.
We were meeting with a very important and
NOW COMMITTED TO GETTING OUR JOB
DONE man who said except for the Ekkers, our
paper and Doris’ presentations, they would NEVER
have EVER realized what has evolved. I decided I
could type a while longer as we don’t need to mix it
up with religious confusion.
I can’t comment on that personal perception for I
don’t categorize myself as the presenter other than the
secretary and I certainly only know what I am told and
taught. Just as consistently as ever before is that that
which we present now is proving to be correctly
established.
We still can only give out what we see established
and that which can most often quickly be confirmed
and that continues to happen daily as we write
something which is sometimes quite outrageous only to
have it confirmed less than a day later.
Some people are actually suggesting there might
be a full revolution over this week-end. I would
suggest that the people will simply blow up thousands
of pesos in fireworks, pollute the air and make noise.
But, who knows for sometime, somewhere in the
Philippines—the Filipinos will be “timely”. We do not
hold our breath. We had dozens of people “on their
way” to bring gold and of course, adding to prior years
of experience, we no longer give “hope” to such
pretending. They just don’t show up. There are so
many “signs” that we don’t spend time getting hyped
followed by the inevitable no-show. When a “new”
party comes, however, we get enthused that it might
be “real”—but alas, not yet. It does seem God just
wants us to do our job and the rest will work through
in proper manner. Oh gosh, if only we live long
enough!
May you all have had a good Christmas for I am
still so melancholy over the missing contact of direct
“touch” and “feel” and a realization that there may
never be another “olde tyme” experience as old
becomes the operative term here. And then to all of
you who kept in touch with us to ease the “away”
recognition that always comes along with the “way it
used to be times”, we thank you and as soon as we
have a break we will get to personal notes ASAP.
We know, confidently, that you would rather us just do
our job and stay focused.
I am now going to go ponder that eagle-in-theface incident—for it just “doesn’t happen”! Moreover,
TODAY was the best of all to tell us to “keep
moving”! I’ll tell you what, though, if I go out front
and find that bird sitting on my balcony EJ will have
to carry me across the street.
We don’t care if our days aren’t’ “merry and
bright” if we can just keep to our task in progress and
light. Meanwhile, I for one intend to just hang TIGHT
to the hand of the Man with one hand and onto the
“robe-tails” as well. We will see you there…!
“We are related to each and every thing that
has ever been or will ever be. We speak not only
of our spiritual connection, but also of our
physical connection. Each and every thing that we
do affects everything else within the universe—to
the same degree that things which occur in the
universe affect us. This, in simplest terms, means
that we are accountable for each and every thing
that we think or do.”— L.C.
Love, D&E
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Rumbles In The Jungles
And: Why Jeb Bush?
1/9/05—#1 (18-146)
SUN., Jan. 9, 2005 8:15 A.M. YR 18, DAY 146
Manila, Philippines
RE: GENERAL UPDATE ON PERSONAL
HAPPENINGS AND A BIT OF “RESPONSE” TO
SOME “INQUIRING MINDS”—DJE
* * *
RUMBLES IN THE JUNGLES
(AND ON THE SANDY BEACHES!)
This will be a note from the Phoenix Perch (not
to be confused with the Crow’s nest). This will NOT
be an effort at authentication, verification, or even
reports on vacations—except for some of the more
elite who can afford winter vacations on sandy
beaches with handy slaves and cheap prices, i.e.,
everywhere the recent tsunamis hit hardest.
It is strange what comes washing over all of us as
each place makes an effort to get in on the notoriety,
publicity and funding, even if there was no tsunami
involved in the specific areas doing the demand
funding.
We can start with the Philippines as example, for
no tsunami hit these shores in this latest “string of
events”—but did wipe out 3000 around Davao several
years ago.
In addition to that focus there are some 800
people missing from the recent typhoon-mudslides in
this country in, specifically, Quezon, Luzon. This
country continues to wallow in poverty, horrific unrest
and hunger with no recognized easy solution to these
problems.
We are pushing as hard as two old people can push
on getting some recognized authorization for GAIA/T-A
FDN for acceptable input and support for ALL of the
bewildered and buffeted world. Please be patient as we
do only have 24hrs a day and have to march along in
slow and agonizing steps a trek to make.
We have no illusions as to anything more than
immediate hope for survival of those hit hardest in the
Indian Ocean disaster as to contributions for instant
cleanup and facilitating burial demands—no matter
how much is “pledged”. After every debacle the
pledges are dropped because of some other and
usually larger, and certainly more in-the-face,
happening.
First, let us recognize that none of the recent
events are or were “acts of Mother nature having a
tantrum”. NOR WERE THEY “ACTS OF GOD”. It
is stupidly insulting to always blame God for such
destruction. GOD CREATES AND HEALS—HE
DOES NOT DESTROY. Why not blame the ugly
guys who actually precipitate these deadly events? I
ALMOST TOSSED COOKIES AND LARGER
OBJECTS AS LARRY KING LIVE HAD HIS
PANEL OF RELIGIOUS SPOKESPERSONS
FROM SEVERAL SECTS MAKING IDIOTS OF
THEMSELVES. Half the dead are doomed to Hell

(or all, possibly) because the dead are mostly Muslim
or something ELSE besides outright Jesus Christ
people. Wow, all those little kids gone to Hell? BS.
No wonder we are in such horrible conditions.
“Jesus” must be spinning in his energy field wherever
that might be today.
There was a continuous flow of stupidity in
quoting “God’s word” from various books on the topic
and ALL WERE WRITTEN BY MAN IN EVERY
CASE—GOD NEVER WROTE ANYTHING AND
IF THE EVENTS OF “TODAY” ARE
MISREPRESENTED CONSTANTLY—DON’T
LAY A 2 THOUSAND-YEAR-OLD MYTH ON
US, PLEASE.
We note there are now near 130 “hits” of 5+r
[“Richter”] quake strikes in the same area since the
“big one” near Aceh, Sumatra, Indonesia and several
BIG ones right in that same area. This was a planned
event and it CONTINUES.
Who did it? Well, who knows? And no, I am not
going to put my feet in my fingers to elaborate on
these events abounding in the Evil Empires. However,
the volcanoes in that little string of islands and undersea
mountains are now erupting and the continuous shaking
of the large quakes and CONSTANT shaking by
lesser than 5 quakes has turned the area into gelatin
and when the magma reaches the surface I would
guess there will be far bigger problems than high water
wave action.
You don’t hear much about input on a massive
scale from either China or Russia—just individual
offerings of some help. We have it on pretty reliable
information resources that both were totally ticked off
about the incidents because they had many subs in the
area on training missions and were lost. The missions
were “secret” so there go the records!
Next we note that at the U.S. focus point in the
area all information was well up front of the actual hits
and pull-out was accomplished right on cue. Moreover,
the beach airports along the entire circle were warned
and the PLANES pulled out of the areas and into
safety. So, no warning system? Oh well.
I would guess that when all the facts hit the
grapevine there might be some interesting objections to
the events of the Christmas washout.
The big notion now is to cause the National Debts
of these stricken countries to be “frozen” until
evaluation can be made of each nation involved in
assessment by the World Bank and the IMF. It would
just be a stay of interest demands.
We offer a substitute program of far larger size
and mammoth magnitude handled individually by
separate sovereign NATIONS themselves WITHOUT
INTEREST COSTS. Wow, that makes us popular like
lizard dung in Poopville.
Are we running in terror?
No, because all the “big” guys are off and away
to the grab-and-quibble “Tsunami Summit” in Jakarta,
Indonesia—including the midget brain from Manila.
Well, that is not exactly “so” because everybody
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scattered instead of “fixing” anything. All went back
to shore up political status.
JEB BUSH
I would note that several people have asked why
we focused on Jeb Bush, other than that Jeb knows
about our holdings because he was the first party of
the Bush Family personally contacted to see how to
handle this “Russell Herman” (actually, Cosmos
Seafood Energy Marketing Ltd.) asset or holding. It
was certainly a bit to even contemplate for us little
guys just beginning to glimpse outside Flatland’s
tabletop.
That contact was handled personally and
immediately following discussions with Lt. Cmdr. Al
Martin who was as close to Bushes as you could
possibly get.
He called and conferenced with “the Bushes” in
the persons of Neal and Jeb who conferenced with the
two Georges who were both, at that moment, in Maine
with no less than Bob Dole. Our Cmdr. wrote to
them THERE, personally.
The word came back that they certainly knew about
it and that they “were not ready to deal at this time…”
Later they chose to not do anything—after we were
offered, so stated, personal payoff for silence, $5
million. It was said that George (Daddy) knew all
about those “Ekkers” and that “they should be ready
to retire to some island with a fishing boat…” We
didn’t know at the time that we had the right to even
make such a decision regarding the asset—anyone
remember VK Durham and her claims to infamy? We
had already been offered $250 million by the Treasury
Secret agents and VK blew off that one too. Oh well,
we now see why she would do such silly things.
She had already claimed that she and Russell
offered the whole holding to China for $500 mil. It
was recognized that Russell had married a Chinese
lady and had some children. VK later said he was a
Taipan and somehow she was in charge of his affairs
there. Certainly it was NOT Russell Herman so it
must have been one of those Herrmans, Herrmanns
and Hermanns.
Before Russell ever got hooked up with VK
(which we still have to “assume” was truth) he had
already been involved to his eyes in other interesting
things and not the least of which were the ongoing
events in the Philippines of far more infamous nature.
All the nasties of the day were involved but the Bonus
3392-181 was “security” of sorts for all that gold
snatching and shifting taking place around the empire
of Marcos. The tale is amazing but irrelevant to this
writing, which are E-E observations, please remember.
Now to Jeb Bush and why this instant message to
him as in the Public Notice-Open Letter being
published now.
Strangely, and it might have been missed back
home at the ranch in or around Crawford, Texas or in
other than the great state of Florida, JEB BUSH WAS
SENT BY BROTHER DUBYA TO ACCOMPANY
COLIN POWELL (SEC. OF STATE-U.S.) to attend
the Tsunami Summit in Jakarta—AND SO HE DID!
MORE SPECULATION ABOUT THIS THAN I
CARE TO ADDRESS.
It is also most “appropriate” a time and service to
the Bushes as the former President Bush and former
President Clinton are now placed in the roles of
collecting funds for this disaster in point. My
goodness, we just can’t overlook all this important help
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even if we don’t get any of it.
We were already working through high-level
parties we will leave mostly unnamed here to get
information to the new Head of State in Indonesia
AND TO JEB BUSH so he could VERIFY OUR
OFFER AS A VALID RESOURCE. We didn’t care
much about it because our main thrust now is to clear
the holdings in the Philippines so that the gold can be
used as supposed to be in the Central Bank and now
owned and controlled (by law and specifically) by the
T-A Foundation.
Did they get the information? We don’t know but
copies were delivered to Embassies by no less than
former senators and highly recognized persons in the
Philippines—with copies to no less than the deposed
President of the Philippines, Erap Estrada, who had
vowed to get back on his feet from knees being
replaced in Hong Kong and get the Philippines back on
its feet as well.
We note as in just an observation that things are
not going too well in the courts for the newest games
of the Administration, who is working with the former
“administrator” of this holding called for short, Tallano,
through her half brother, Arthur (a lawyer). It is
getting HOT in Kookville. Tallano, to get himself off
the hot-seat, offered the LADY his land holdings.
That is a new NO-NO since the founding of the
Foundation for about a dozen reasons better left
undisclosed. “They” are nicely destroying one another
in the processing of absurd legal actions that are more
hysterically funny than seriously realized. That is
mostly over the “Estate” half of the property and of
which we have no hurry to have discharged by the
courts. HALF OF THE WHOLE OF THE
ESTATE(S) WAS LEFT TO THE FILIPINOS. We
are fully qualified as in “FDN” everywhere appropriate
for well over a year and in some instances with our
participation, well over two years—note again the
dates on the seals affixed to that public notice last
published.
We had no need to republish anything regarding
CSEML but that reflects, seals and documents
registration and corporation formation in 1985, 20-years
in good standing.
What will come of all of this? I couldn’t say
because there is no way to guess except that we are
going to get our job done and what happens “inbetween” here and there is outside our control.
Would there be some speculation that Jeb is being
groomed as the next dynasty party in Washington?
Well, it would seem he might like the role since
CSEML holds HALF (50%) of the assets of that
Bonus asset in security for the United States and
adjacent “States”. (Canada, Mexico, etc.) It is called
AMERICA.
It would appear to me to be a very good
opportunity for the Bushes to extract themselves from
the trap into which they have been sucked. But, we
cannot manage those affairs in any way, shape or
form. We are humans doing a very human task in
which it is difficult to manage our own affairs as
regards rent, lunch and stayin’ alive. Perhaps the latter
is most difficult in the face of events.
WHAT NEXT?
In our yesterday Board of Trustees meeting, in
which we are getting somewhat more astute, we did
several things, one of which is that to insure a quorum
we only “suspended” (not adjourned) the meeting.

Now we know the routine and can simply suspend our
meetings and don’t have to go to the expense of
notification of the miscreants trying to dissolve the
FDN. It is slow and tedious but gives us ability to
continue to do business, sort rules and will hold us
secure and with some capabilities of actions prior to
the annual April members’ meeting as ordered by the
SEC. Our “enemies” stay right there in neon lights—
on the records—so absurd denial of participation in the
founding or any other antics of compromise are just
that: absurd.
As to what next it was decided that an offer of
massive size be made by the FDN to the United
Nations which would accompany our GAIA
information already supposedly delivered to Kofi Annan
on Thursday last. It doesn’t matter because this will
be a massive offer in ongoing funds for future use in
a permanent “relief” program to which funds can
continually be added as necessary—for humanitarian
purposes and recovery.
We “suspended” the Saturday meeting to work on
this project and this time the Filipinos will mostly put
it together to protect our assets as in a personal
manner and we will firm it up on Tuesday with polish
and “Is” and “Ts” in proper places. We will then
publish that offering document so all of you will have
access. This one will be directed DIRECTLY to the
United Nations but circulated alongside GAIA to all
involved nations in this area so that long-term recovery
can be considered.
This assumes payout of all court ordered
ORDERS as to sums and gold holdings SUPPOSED
TO BE IN THAT BANK CENTRAL/SENTRAL and
our non-argued use of at least 50% of that holding.
That should amount at last inventory a few years ago
to 400,000 metric tons but shrinking fast in the hands
of the U.S., IMF and WB. We can only wait and
see how it shakes out and what demands the people
make for just treatment with their own holdings and
heritage rights.
Anyway, I hope this gives you some insight as to
“why Jeb”.
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His other “in place at deposing” cabinet persons
plan to go over also for a drop-in to check on his
condition and support him “emotionally”. Pasig River
City begins to look very interesting indeed.
Ms. Arroyo called a special emergency session of
Congress but after the first day and into the second
with NO QUORUM responding it had to be cancelled.
Things are just not going too well for the wastrel of
this nation. Everything is directed by her spouse, Big
Mike, anyway, and even her deliberate cronies are
now causing “lack of payoff for services rendered”
promises. Every day is a new adventure into “would
you believe this one?” daily press and TV interview
grabs.
Our ventures “out” are non-existent and we keep
our heads below window level from street view if
possible.
We begin to have some real “personal” interest in
outcomes, however.
NEIGHBORS
We met our new neighbor, Charlie, although his
children are still with grandparents. His wife died last
October so he will live, basically, in the next apartment
(condo) after he settles in a bit. He is extremely nice
and came to call and exchange introductions, etc., in
tow by EJ.
We still leave it alone BUT, as only God works his
events and possibilities, he is one of the most important
family members to whom I have referred prior to
now.
He is NOT working with his Father so might very
well be available to work with us.
When I brought up the fact and asked if anyone
might know “Charlie” one of our most important
Trustees allowed that he not only knew him very well
but had worked in some projects and became close
friends. Now, how is that when you need another
piece for the hole in your puzzle? Patience will present
the instructions, I am confident.
GENERAL NOTATIONS

MEANWHILE BACK IN MANILA AND HONG KONG
President Erap Estrada’s surgery replacing both
knees apparently went well except that the expenses
are eating up his very bank accounts in hospital bills
alone.
Ah but, that is not the fun thing about this
adventure to Hong Kong for surgery, but not to get far
adrift on deadwood we will note his VISITORS.
We are pleased to see front-page pictures of the
President doing well—along with our Senator Tatad
visiting at the foot of the hospital bed while most of his
prior “cabinet” persons had also dropped over for a
visit and all were in the same picture. The notation
was that Lady Arroyo was “panicked” and is
“terrified” of this circumstance. I have no comment
about that state of affairs but feel pretty good that our
documents did probably get handed off credibly.
Remember that although Erap is “detained” until the
court farce ends, he has a wife, Loi and a son,
“Jinggoy” who are currently SENATORS and also are
in Hong Kong. I might get just a bit nervous if I were
administration-dependent as are the corruption kings of
this world of Southeast Asia residing in high places in
and around Manila and parts of the United States of
America. The sky is falling, little red hen, might well
be the nursery tale of the day.

Things are back to “regular abnormal” around
here after Christmas and New Year’s blow-up-theworld display. Actually it was a beautiful time with all
the decorations (since Halloween) up and flashing.
We missed “home” greatly but we can hang in here
as long as it takes (it says here in tiny print).
“Temporary” covers a lot of missing things including
references to family and distances between. We are
glad it is over as to holidays for nostalgia is a bit
painful and yet there is nothing the “same” which
indicates that things must be the “same, same but
different”. No pixies even cleaned my keyboard and
therein is “same, same”. Moreover, papers and
entropy are higher and deeper and I didn’t even make
resolutions toward “otherwise”.
We had to renew our “lease” so we are stuck
with having to keep bank reserves in a fair state of
holding but we had a chance to meet with the owner’s
son and complain about a few things which make even
“temporary” a bit much for convenient living—like no
cook stove, falling down furniture, etc. We simply
don’t have much choice as this is a nice place and we
have to have these offices. By golly, it has been an
“experience” for which both of us could claim “too old
for this”.
We want to thank you who worked out, finally,
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the move to new offices in Las Vegas for the
corporation agency. Bruce informed us that it was
handled and is operational with continued capable
management. We appreciate all the trips and stays in
Sin City while working through the details and the
move itself. Life offers changes and we adapt or get
swallowed when in the conclusion of the “impossible”
we find things ever so much improved and a place
from which security and expansion can be nicely
handled as we are going to find it mandatory for
secure incorporations from international entities, which
will include “ours” as well.
Anyway, several people—Bruce, Valerie and
Ellen—helped far beyond their “duty” because facts
are that they had no “duty” but did it anyway as
problems beset the circumstances at every turn from
phone hookups to mail disasters. Of course it all would
be at the worst time of the year and the move itself
came right in the middle. Isn’t it interesting that Satan
botches and makes chaos ALL THE TIME while we
somehow always want God to “fix it”. Nobody
around can outdo the glitches of the Big Dark Devil
at full speed ahead.
We could never have worked through if Ron K.
had not been willing to spend his full time at resolution
of such changes—from Canada yet and from where
he now resides while all have to realize that is because
he is a Canadian citizen and not a U.S. citizen. That
becomes an asset for GAIA so we can be quite
grateful in all aspects.
CONTACT will continue as is for a while longer—
we can’t handle more pile-on for the moment. Things
are being arranged for change and forward movement
and we simply have to keep up for the alternative
choice is unacceptable.
We thank everyone for the greetings and cards
and love expressed. Together we realize we can do
just about anything—and we remain “together” while
our “crew” might well be small but loyal, faithful and
beyond all—willing.
I don’t want to understate things here in Paradise.
It is much like David with his little slingshot standing
against a full-blown Goliath ready to stomp us to
smithereens. But, miracles have shown us that the
guy behind us is there with his really big guns and that
sustains us. We will never know how many bullets
have actually missed us. We have learned that when
we think we can’t—WE CAN.
Love and very best wishes to all of you and pray
that we might be able to push this over the goal-line
for at least one touchdown well earned. You have
stayed the course and our coach is very capable
indeed. This team is going to win THIS GAME.
EJ add-on: I have been stealing time away from
other duties to snoop in the Tallano court documents
and have come across some very helpful information
confirming some of the statements we made at the
time of our original article April 9, 2003 to the effect
that the government in 1962-64 had schemed to
“escheat” the assets by proving them and then
declaring the Tallanos dead so the government could
take them via “eminent domain”. The government
presented to the court at that time its “position paper”
summarizing all of the proof of the validity of the
Tallano claim that would now be invaluable to us. It
has apparently been hidden but we think we might
have a way of “resurrecting” a copy. Doris found that
exciting and asked that we share it with you, even
though it is “prospective” and might not materialize.
D & E
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Electromagnetic Weapons
& Asymmetrical Warfare
By T.E. Bearden (Part Six)
This installment concludes the series. We
appreciate permission to reprint this article and point
our readers to <www.cheniere.org> for the footnotes
and additional information from Mr. Bearden.
31. THE GRIM NUCLEAR PROBLEM
One can also see the damage that can and will be
done by “dirty weapons” (surrounding ordinary high
explosives with nuclear materials), causing spreading
nuclear fallout in selected dense city populaces.
But there is another even grimmer side of the story.
When the Soviet Union collapsed economically, many
nuclear weapons were made available on the black
market, and sold to the highest bidder. Some 200 or
more nuclear warheads for missiles came up “missing”
from the Ukraine alone. Quoting Communist Party
leader Petro Symonenko:
“Out of 2,400 nuclear warheads which were
on Ukrainian territory, the withdrawal of only
2,200 warheads has been verified. The fate of the
remaining 200 warheads is unknown.”
Further, in 1996 Alexander Lebed, then Boris
Yeltsin’s national security adviser, reported that some 100
suitcase-sized Russian nuclear bombs were missing. In
a donnybrook, some Russian officials denied the existence
of such weapons, while others confirmed their existence.
The charges and counter charges faded away, and
nothing was ever resolved.
All those weapons were in fact sold on the nuclear
black market. Guess who bought them, and guess where
many of them have been inserted already, waiting to go,
along with the trained teams to detonate them on
command.
It is almost certain that Bin Laden and Al Qaida
succeeded in purchasing some of the Russian “stray”
nuclear weapons. Other terrorists such as the Yakuza
and the Aum Shinrikyo almost certainly purchased some
of them also.
Terrorist efforts to obtain further bomb-grade
material such as highly enriched uranium (HEU) have
continued. Quoting Bunn and Wier [Matthew Bunn and
Anthony Wier, “Preventing a Nuclear 9/11,”
Washington Post, Sept. 12, 2004, p. B07]:
“The 41 heavily armed, suicidal terrorists
who seized hundreds of hostages at a Moscow
theater in 2002 reportedly considered seizing the
Kurchatov Institute instead—a site with enough
highly enriched uranium for dozens of nuclear
weapons… Al-Qaida has been actively seeking
nuclear material for a bomb and has strong
connections to Chechen terrorist groups.”
Bunn and Wier also point out that:
“More than 130 research reactors in dozens
of countries still operate with HEU fuel, and
many have no more security than a night

watchman and a chain-link fence. Pakistan’s
heavily guarded nuclear stockpiles face huge
threats, from both insiders and outsiders,
including large remnants of al-Qaida and the
Taliban in the country.” … Comprehensive U.S.funded security upgrades have been completed
for only 22 percent of Russia’s potential nuclear
bomb material; upgrades for tens of thousands of
bombs’ worth of material are still incomplete.”
At this moment, no one knows how many Russian
nuclear weapons have gone “missing” and were sold on
the world black market by desperate unpaid Russian
generals and soldiers doing whatever had to be done to
get money to feed their families. No one knows how
many Russian nuclear weapons are still “going missing”
and being sold on the nuclear black market. Because the
terrorists wanted them and had the funds, and because
the Russian generals and soldiers sold them to someone,
it does not take a rocket scientist to understand that the
two parties almost certainly “got together and did
business”....
The Al Qaida has quietly confirmed to the Arab
world that it, the Al Qaida, already has inserted seven
nuclear weapons in major U.S. cities, and some of the
weapons were 200 KT. At least one U.S. author has
assessed the Al Qaida as having nuclear weapons in the
U.S. I personally suspect the actual number that has
been inserted by the Al Qaida and other terrorist
organizations combined is about double that figure at least.
Bin Laden apparently bought some 20 suitcase nuclear
weapons himself, using funding obtained from the Arab
world and/or drug production in Afghanistan.
One also reiterates that the KGB/FSB faction which
controls the Russian superweapons—and controlled the
leasing and transfer of scalar interferometry technology
to the Yakuza/Aum Shinrikyo—also controls the
previously inserted Russian nuclear weapons in American
cities as well as the Spetznaz teams with them. During
this orchestrated two-year period we have now entered,
somewhere in the United States at least some of those
weapons are very probably going to be transferred or
sold to the Yakuza/Aum Shinrikyo, and perhaps a few
will go to other well-organized groups such as Al Qaida.
As another example, the former Soviet Union also
probably inserted anthrax and smallpox agents into the
U.S., along with dispersed teams to unleash the BW
agents on command. If so, those assets are also still
here, waiting for the order to move. It seems highly
probable that at least some of these BW weapons
caches will also be released to the terrorist organizations
such as Al Qaida, for use in the coordinated coming
attacks.
So in addition to the BW threat, somewhere
between 14 and 40 already-inserted hostile nuclear
weapons probably form the “minimum nuclear weapons
pool” available to the coordinated terrorists during this
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two year period. At least that would appear to be a
reasonable estimate. We accent that this estimated
nuclear weapons pool has¾with high probability¾already
been inserted on site in the U.S. This is another
startling capability of the present terrorists to deliver
a resounding strategic nuclear knock-out blow
against the United States, without ever firing a missile
or launching a strategic bomber.
Anyway, this and additional developments are what
is really going on and building up in the “War on
Terrorism”. The great battle of that war will apparently
begin within two years from now, right here in the
United States. The orders will be given during this two
year period we are now in. The orders will gradually
unleash these terrorist assets, and then their initially
sporadic attacks will be deliberately increased, with
maximum effort at the very end of the second year and
over the first half of that following third year.
32. HARSHNESS OF THE TERRIBLE
DECONTAMINATION PROBLEM
No one has a good solution to decontaminating mass
metropolitan areas that have been destroyed or heavily
damaged and that are dramatically contaminated with
nuclear fallout. Neither does anyone have a solution for
decontaminating the distant large nuclear fallout areas
surrounding those devastated cities after the nuclear
detonations.
One need only point out the similar terrible task of
decontaminating a large city (such as Washington D.C.
in that government study), once the city has been
sprayed en masse with anthrax by the terrorists. Yes,
there are some chemical sprays that will kill the anthrax
spores (else they last for a century or more, apparently).
But these sprays are very harsh. To spray a civilian
populace and area with them is to unavoidably kill a
certain number of one’s own sprayed civilian populace.
So far as is known, there are no similar sprays
available that will kill the contaminating nuclear radiation!
Now note the extreme harshness of the coming
decisions necessary in asymmetric war. In military
war, high level commanders have always had to make
very agonizing decisions. For example, suppose one is
an Army commander, and has¾say¾a dozen divisions
under his control. Suppose on his war front he is
attacked by overwhelmingly superior forces, and
breakthrough and destruction of his Army is imminent.
The commander will have to deliberately
sacrifice¾say¾two divisions (that’s 36,000 men) by
hurling them into the teeth of the attacking forces to
temporarily halt and delay the attack momentum while
those two divisions fight and die. They will be ground up
just like hamburger meat, but that delays the enemy
onslaught for a precious short time.
That desperately bought short delay time gives the
Army commander the chance to get his other 10 divisions
out of there, and back to prepared defensive positions, to
live to fight another day. This way, he saves the bulk of
his army, by deliberately sacrificing those two divisions.
The point is, military commanders have always had
to agonize and sometimes deliberately send large
numbers of men under their control to their certain
deaths. The soldiers sent on such missions also knew
it at the time they received their orders, and they
knew that they went to their certain deaths.
Any fool can make a military decision when there is
a “good” option and a “bad” option. But when there are
only two “bad” options, one is forced to decide for the
“least worst” of the options¾even though it entails the
deliberate sacrifice of lives to save others.
Now the battlefield is our own cities, and the
targeted force is our own civilian populace. That
same type of “least worst” decision necessity falls
now on the sacrifice of some of our own civilians.

Some commander at high level (probably the President
himself) will have to assess the situation as so desperate
that multiple decontamination sprayings of the anthraxcontaminated area and populace are absolutely
necessary, to prevent spreading mass destruction by
anthrax carried to other areas, and resulting in the deaths
of many millions more. So such an order will have to be
given, agonizingly, to spray multiple times (necessary to
neutralize the anthrax with a good probability of success).
Each massive spraying might kill perhaps an
additional 5,000 U.S. civilians. Heartbreakingly, these will
be the most defenseless and helpless of our citizens, and
the ones we would strongly wish to defend to the death
with our very lives and with every heartbeat in our
breasts. The most vulnerable group will largely consist
of persons with hampered breathing or vulnerable
immune systems¾the old, the feeble, babies, the sick,
nursing home occupants, etc.
It has been said that war is hell, and indeed it is.
Asymmetric war resoundingly brings that hell home to
our civilian populace.
Formerly our troops have mostly “ridden out of the
protected U.S. fortress/castle”, to a foreign land, and
fought the war “over there”, with our civilian populace
largely immune and shielded from the horrors of such
fighting, particularly when the fighting is intense. Now
in addition to our involvement in foreign places, in
asymmetrical warfare the major “battleground” is right
here in our own cities, because the “major target” being
attacked by the hostile forces is our civilian
populace¾including our aged, the infirm, women and
children, babies, etc. These devils who are our foes
believe that, if they can kill lots of American civilians,
babies, etc., they personally acquire a very high
religious status from God Almighty. In short, we are
up against a fanatical, irrational foe, who has also
unfortunately had two decades or more of almost
unrestricted access into the United States, to insert the
necessary WMD assets for this “final great Jihad against
us in our cities and homeland”.
This “final great Jihad”, in the operations phase
fought inside our cities and nation, is what is really
coming upon us. This is the coming horrible nature of
the struggle. We are actually in a clash to the death
between civilizations and cultures. Quoting Seib [Gerald
F. Seib, “Deeper Threat is Being Missed Amid Iraq
Debate,” Wall Street Journal, Wed. 8 Sep. 2004, p.
A4]:
The far bigger question is whether the U.S. is
engaged in a historic clash of civilizations with
the Islamic world. … The U.S. … has reached no
consensus on a strategy for dealing with a clash
of civilizations.”
Seib further states :
“The bin Laden goal isn’t simply to humiliate
the U.S. Nor is it to overthrow the government of
Saudi Arabia, or Egypt, or Jordan. The goal is to
eliminate those governments¾in fact, to eliminate
those nations.”
According to the present Yakuza/KGB/FSB and
international terrorist plans, their actions are expected to
reduce the U.S. to lying prostrate and helpless two years
from now. With a U.S. nation in utter chaos and ruin,
and economically already collapsing catastrophically, a
touch-up with the FSB/KGB quantum potential weapons
(the most powerful weapons on earth, but possessed by
at least five nations) will quickly dud every nuclear
weapon, ICBM, nuclear bomber, nuclear power plant,
nuclear submarine propulsion system, etc. on the planet.
The dudding will take about 10 minutes, although an hour
or so seems to be allotted for it. This is “pulling the
dragon’s teeth and claws.” The conventional strategic
military power (ICBMs, nuclear bombs and
warheads, and nuclear subs etc.) will be suddenly
dudded and effectively wiped out, to exist no more.
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All that giant strategic apparatus will be just so much
trash on the garbage dump of history.
At that point, the Yakuza gleefully plan to participate
in the “methodical destruction of the United States”¾the
terminal part of the operations phase. They will be freed
to just blast away at will with their scalar interferometers,
as they wish, to continue to the full destruction of the
United States.
The intention of this unholy war against us, by both
the recognized terrorists and the Yakuza/Aum Shinrikyo
(the Aum Shinrikyo is now known as Aleph) is to kill
every American (and every Israeli also)¾men, women,
children, babies, all of us.
We will see the operational unleashing of this terrible
plan, beginning during the next two years, gradually
increasing in intensity, and finishing in the early part of the
third year with the catastrophic economic collapse of the
United States. Once the economic collapse is complete
and the nation is in utter chaos, the sudden dudding of all
our nuclear weapons, power plants, and nuclear
propulsion systems will be the coup de grace that leaves
us a hapless target. The rest of it is a turkey shoot, to
simply execute us and finish us off.
33. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In closing, we reiterate some massive strategic
capabilities already registered and waiting. A few weeks
ago, the Yakuza scalar interferometers registered (zeroed
in) on the Yellowstone Caldera, the largest supervolcano
on this planet. With that “registration” completed, they
now can initiate that supervolcano into violent eruption,
whenever they wish. Again, the supervolcano’s
eruption will likely expel more ash, lava, debris, and
rocks than the entire Grand Canyon can hold,
devastating a large part of North America.
The caldera is overdue for another eruption anyway,
so undoubtedly there is increased geophysical stress there
already. One should also check the latest findings in
geology, and see what happened to North America the
last time that Yellowstone Caldera erupted violently. The
last eruption devastated quite a portion of North America,
killing most of the higher forms of life in a large area.
Now check what happened the last time the
somewhat smaller Toba supervolcano in Sumatra,
Indonesia erupted violently, about 74,000 years ago. It
destroyed all human life on earth, except for some 10
to 20 thousand humans in Africa. The human
genetics shows this sudden “bottleneck” in our genetic
variability that sudden occurred about 74,000 years ago.
Also, this is why the present human genetics also shows
that “we all came from Africa”. And so we did; we
are all descendants of that small group left alive in
Africa about 74,000 years ago.
In registering on the Yellowstone caldera, the
Yakuza has already achieved an additional tremendous
“knockout” strategic strike capability against the United
States. The Yakuza can indeed wipe out much of North
America in a single strike, then finishing the destruction
of the United States at its pleasure. There are of course
other volcanoes in the U.S. that can also be stimulated
into eruption to add to the chaos and carnage.
Remember, the U.S. Secretary of Defense (Cohen)
has already confirmed the use by terrorists of
electromagnetic weapons for precisely such
purpose¾initiating volcanoes, generating earthquakes and
controlling our weather and climate. The recent
September 2004 “shooting” of one powerful hurricane
after the other into the United States, is just one example.
The economic damage done by those hurricanes, Charlie,
Frances, Ivan, etc. has been adequately covered on the
national news, so it is already familiar to the reader.
Other powerful capabilities available to the Yakuza
scalar interferometers are also possible and therefore
registered, such as deliberately generating tsunamis
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that then strike targeted coastal areas at jet liner
speed. One such “tsunami looking for just a touch to
complete its preparations to happen” is provided by the
Cumbre Vieja volcano in the Canary Islands. A large
section of the volcano has already broken loose, and
threatens to slide into the sea. If so, it will generate an
enormous tidal wave (tsunami) that will strike the East
Coast of the United States a few hours later.
For example, quoting Bill McGuire, director of the
Benfield Grieg Hazard Research Centre at University
College in London:
“A 12-mile chunk of the Cumbre Vieja
volcano in the Canary Islands rattled loose
during a previous eruption and is at risk of
smashing into the Atlantic Ocean, triggering what
could be one of the largest tidal waves in
recorded history. … It’s not a matter of if, but
when.”
Obviously, if this “submarine slump-induced tsunami”
is induced sharply by Yakuza scalar interferometry, so
that the slump occurs with sufficient force, then 8 to 10
hours later a great tidal wave 70 feet or more in height
could strike New York and the Eastern U.S. Coast, as
well as the Caribbean, moving at some 600 miles per
hour. Such a giant tsunami would penetrate inland and
devastate entire coastal areas. It is an opportunity that
will not have gone unnoticed by the Yakuza, and
undoubtedly one or more scalar interferometers have
already registered on that target. Again, we strongly
point out SecDef Cohen’s confirmation of just such use
of electromagnetic weapons by terrorists. This is one
more example of what can be done by “deliberately
evoking, assisting, and directing already available giant
geological forces”.
So weather engineering and steering and augmenting
hurricanes and other storms is just one facet of the real
threat. But it is a very important part of the strategic
threat, as indicated by Secretary of Defense Cohen in
1997.
Hostile Yakuza fingers are already on the triggers of
those zeroed-in scalar EM interferometry weapons, 24/
7, waiting for the order to be given to strike. If deemed
necessary, this already includes the eruption of the
Yellowstone supervolcano and the massive tsunami hitting
the Eastern U.S. seaboard from induced violent eruption
of the Cumbre Vieja volcano.
These two examples are the kind of things that, to
one extent or another, are now coming down the pike at
us full-speed.
We have also briefly pointed out the horrific
casualties that can be obtained by very small and simple
anthrax attacks, when bolstered by force amplifiers
(immune system spreading and EM BW disease
induction).
As can be seen, once the superweapons (such as
scalar interferometers) already in the hands of the
asymmetric warfare terrorists (the Yakuza component)
are factored into the analysis, indeed the terrorists have
already achieved a strange kind of “rolling thunder”
strategic knockout capability against the United States.
At least publicly, this major change in the capabilities of
the terrorists against the United States has not been
analyzed or pursued by the conventional U.S. government
agencies and their traditional support analysis agencies.
When the strategic strikes and force amplifiers are
factored into the war with terrorism, we find that we now
confront a den of raging but carefully controlled tigers, not
just a den of small cats using car bombs and solitary
humans with strapped on C-4 explosives. Instead, we
confront a coordinated strategic threat of awesome
power and tremendous damage capability, one that
already has the capability to destroy us, and one that is
slowly tightening the noose about our collective necks in
a deliberate three-year schedule for our total destruction.
[END SERIES]
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The Mystery Of Satan
& The Devil (Part Four)
Let us continue without much comment other
than to reinforce the disclaimer that the word
“Jew” as used by the writer is not valid in a broad
sense but only in the sense of describing the
conscience-less “powers that be” in our world.
The apparent voice of the dead man heard by Mr.
Hollenbeck was that of Prince Abdul Baraba Baha in
similar manner as any ventriloquist-hypnotist can cause
a person to apparently speak while under the influence
of the occult scientist. Prince Abdul’s power is the
same as that of his Devil ancestor, Butur, who wanted
to get possession of the dead body of Moses in order
to cause our Israelite progenitors to go all-out for that
Devil instead of the invisible God by Butur giving
animation to the body then throwing his voice into the
dead mouth and apparently causing it to speak and
telling the children of Israel the lie that Butur was God
as the prophesied Messiah. Therefore, the archangel,
Michael, took Moses into the dimension of spirit where
the Devil could not touch the body. It was
accomplished by Michael changing the intensity of the
vibratory impulses of the atomical construction of the
microcosmical order of the body, and he was
translated in similar manner as Jesus Christ. Enoch,
Elijah and possibly St. John which John 21:22, 23
alludes to.
Matt. 12:24 says Beelzebub was the Prince of the
Devils. “Beelzebub” is the conjunction of Beel (Baal)
and zebub. The former means, lord, master. The
latter means fly. Therefore, Beelzebub was the god
of flies as the chief witch doctor who used blow-fly
maggots to clean wounds so they could heal.
According to Assyrian records, that position, and
performing black magic tricks during religious rituals,
was the Devil’s (Marduk) sole sphere of activity. He,
as Baalzebub, is recorded in II Kings 1:2, 3, 6, 16
which says he was god of Ekron. According to
Assyrian records his name, or title, was Balea-astarus.
He was none other than Ethbaal, father of Jezebel,
wife of King Ahab of Samaria. That female Devil
was the mother of King Ahaziah who was critically
wounded and he sent for his witch-doctor grand-father
to bring his maggots to clean the wounds before bloodpoisoning set in. The rascal in Ezek. 28 was of
Ethbaal’s Royal line out of which came the Cockatrice
of Isa. 14:29 and Beelzebub of Matt. 10:25; 12:24;
Mark 3:22; Luke 11:15, 18, 19. He was Artabanus
II, called Beelzebub, Prince of the Devils, in which the
word “devils” is Shades of death.
Now the Shades are the Rephaim in Gen. 14:5;
15:22 and the “dead” of Job 26:5 in which the “dead”
is Rephaim, Shades of spiritual and physical death.
They are the twice dead “trees” in Jude 12, and the
living-dead things in the original of II Peter 2:12. We
know them as Jews, yet those called Rephaim in the
Old Testament were giants of the Serpent race. They
became extinct in Asia Minor during David’s time, and
in subsequent centuries, the perfidious Luciferian
Doctrine of the Canite mongrels twisted the truth
around to make it seem the Shades were disembodied
spirits of those Rephaim who took up residence in
people and caused them to become epileptic, insane,
deaf, dumb and blind. Those extinct Rephaim are
worshipped today, in China, as “gods” who left the

Earth and now live in “heaven”. The Cainite Devils
accused Jesus Christ of being the reincarnation of the
Prince of the Shades in order to discredit Him in the
sight of the House of Judah Israelites. The Cainites,
however, knew the Prince of the Shades was
Artabanus II, because he and they were the Livingdead Shades, and those belonging to the Sadducee
cults of Cainite Euchite, Cainite Essene, Cainite
Sabeast, and Cainite Gnostics kept the truth alive that
they were the Shades as the Luciferian race of godmen. The secret was confined to the inner sanctuary
of the temple in Jerusalem in which no one but the
Cainites could enter because they said the oracles of
God were therein. The oracles of God, however, have
been transported to Ulster, Ireland in 583 B.C. by
Jeremiah and his scribe Baruch.
(Note: There is a second account of the “oracles”
being buried by Jeremiah on the temple mount, beneath
what is now the Islamic Mosque of Omar. I prefer
to believe the first account, but if the “oracles” are
buried under the Mosque of Omar, that mosque is
going to have to go.)
The fact that the inner sanctuary was Jewry’s
Luciferian Freemasonic Lodge room came to light
when Yahweh split the veil in the temple by the
earthquake He set in motion when His Christ-Son of
Righteousness died on the cross, and the Father
showed His indignation in the earthquake. The
Israelites could then see into the inner sanctuary
through the opening in the veil, and from that moment
until they abandoned Palestine 23 August 70 A.D. they
never set foot in the temple.
In Matt. 12:34 those Luciferian Cainites are
accused of being Serpents of the Devil’s household.
The first Satan in verse 26 was Artabanus II, Christ’s
chief adversary. The second Satan is the unclean
condition of the people cured by Christ bringing to bear
His Holy Ghost of Creative Energy. The diseases
were, and are, devils as opposing spirits, (Satan) to the
Creative Energy, and if the Devil cast them out of man,
he would destroy the fruit of his own kingdom.
In Matt. 16:23 and Mark 8:33 Jesus Christ
accuses St. Peter of being Satan. He means Peter’s
reluctance to stand by and permit the Satanic Jews to
murder Him was an opposing spirit to the plan of the
Father, which Heb. 2:14 speaks of.
In Mark 4:15 Satan is the Cainite-Akkad-AmalekIdumean mongrels. Their blood line shows when
Jesus Christ says in verses 11 and 12, He speaks in
parables so they cannot understand lest they be
converted and their sins be forgiven. Now epistrepho
is the Greek for that word “converted”. It means, to
come again. Forgiven is aphiemi, suffer. Therefore,
Christ symbolized His Kingdom Message to the
Israelites in order to confuse the Serpents of Cain’s
household so they would not come again, for if they
could understand, their evilness would not suffer, or
tolerate, Him to continue. They are the ones in verse
15, and when they hear Christ, Satan—their
genealogical trait in II Peter 2:12—takes away all
understanding.
In Luke 13:11-13 is a woman whom Christ cured
of a spirit of infirmity. Astheneia is the Greek for the
word “infirmity”. It means wickedness. Inasmuch as
Satan in verse 17 afflicted her, it is obvious that Satan
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was a Cainite witch doctor administering drugs which
drained away her strength in order to hold her in his
power and force her to pay money for the drugs—the
same as the Assyriologist, Prof. Sayce, says in his
book, Religions of Ancient Assyria and Babylon,
was practiced by the priesthood (witches) attached to
Ishtar’s staff in her temple in Ur of the Chaldees. We
know them today as the leaders of the diabolical narcotic
traffic, who according to the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, are all Jews who have more than 200,000
government workers in Washington, D.C. alone, addicted
to heroin (the deadliest of narcotics, because there in no
cure for an addict) in accordance with protocol No. 8 of
Jewry’s Luciferian priests who say: “For a time, until
there will no longer be any risk in entrusting responsible
posts IN OUR STATES to our brother-Jews, we shall
put them in the hands of persons whose past reputations
are such that between them and the people lies an abyss,
persons who, in case of disobedience to our instructions,
must face criminal charges of disappear (murder)—this
in order to make them defend our interest to their last
gasp.”
In Luke 22:3 and John 13:2, 27 it seems Satan and
the Devil are one as an evil spirit. However, Luke 22:3
says: “Then entered Satan into Judas.” John 13:2 puts
it this way: “And supper being ended, the Devil having
now put into the heart of Judas Iscariot, Simon’s son, to
betray Him.” In Luke 22:3 the word “entered” is
eiserchomi in the Greek. It means, come into. Into, is
eis, wherein, as in the course of. In John 13:2 having
is echo, could have. Now is ede, already.
Thus, Satan in Luke 22:3 and the Devil in John 13:2
are one as Artabanus II, and Satan in John 13:27 is the
opposing spirit in Judas Iscariot who was a Devil—
diabolos, John 6:70. Then, when we coordinate the
record we observe in Luke 22:1, 2 the Feast of the
Passover was drawing nigh and the Cainite Luciferian
priests conferred on ways to put Jesus Christ to death
before He could reorganize the Kingdom of God on
Earth. Artabanus II, was called from Pergamos,
Greece to give advice because he was the god in Cain’s
household in Jerusalem. Satan, as Artabanus II, in the
course of the conference came unto the Cainite Judas
Iscariot, because he was one of the disciples, and
instructed him to notify the high priest, Caiaphas, as soon
as possible after Christ declared He was ready for the
people to claim Him King then re-organize the Kingdom
of God in order for Caiphas to use that information as an
act of treason against Rome then kill Him to prevent
themselves from being banished from control of the
Roman Empire through blackmail, murder and gold. The
contract with Judah and Israel, as the New Testament
made through the sacrament during the Last Supper was
what Judas concluded was Christ’s intentions of
proclaiming Himself King of the children of Israel then
setting up His Kingdom during the Passover.
The sacrament ritual is first observed in Gen. 14:18
and it was retained down the centuries in the Order of
Melchizedek known in Palestine as John the Baptist
Order of the Essene in which Jesus Christ was ordained
by John the Baptist as the Supreme Grand Master
because, He was Melchizedek as the Son of God. The
Cainite-Akkad mongrels purloined (stole) incomplete
portions of the sacrament ritual from the Sethite mongrels
who learned its significance from their incomplete
knowledge of Enoch’s Messianic Prophecy and the
rituals perfected around the prophesied Christ-Son of
God. One portion of the Messianic ritual is observed by
Abraham in Gen. 15:9, 10, 17. The Cainites, however,
perverted the sacrament ritual into cannibalistic human
sacrifices in order to pretend it was originally theirs and
it symbolized Lucifer’s new covenant with his race
(B’nai B’rith, the Sons of Satan’s Covenant). Judas
Iscariot knew the significance of the sacrament
performed by Jesus Christ (Yahshua) and because he

knew Christ was God, not Lucifer, in accordance with
the Messianic Prophetic ritual. Yet, by Christ being flesh,
Judas believed that by killing Him it would end the
chances of re-organizing His Kingdom and if Christ
would be “reincarnated”, the Cainites could again murder
Him after He made His appearance. Then in John 13:2
the Last Supper is ended and John says the Devil
(Artabanus II) could have already put into the heart of
Judas Iscariot the incentive to betray Christ. Verse 27
shows when Christ handed Judas the sop (psomion—
morsel of food) the gesture disclosed him as being a
Cainite Devil as a Gestapo agent of Caiaphas and he was
“insulted” because his treachery was exposed and he
resolved to get revenge by betraying Christ, yet he could
not even do that until Christ gave him permission.
Now Satan, in Luke 22:31 is Peter’s rebellious spirit
which would shake his faith in Christ, yet Christ tells him
He will give him strength to carry on the kingdom work.
In Acts 5:3 Satan is the opposing spirit in Ananias to the
pure faith in Christ. He was carnal minded and a
hypocrite. Satan is the same type of adversary in Acts
26:18, yet Satan in Rom. 16:20 is Jewry. He was bruised
in 70 A.D. when the Romans killed thousands of the
Cainite-Akkad-Amalek-Idumean Devils in the “Jewish
War”. His power in Palestine was broken in 135 A.D.
and all Cainite Devils were forbidden to set foot in
Jerusalem.
I Cor. 5:5 says: “To deliver such an one unto Satan
for the destruction of the flesh, that the spirit may be
saved in the Day of the Lord Jesus.”
That passage has been interpreted so erroneously
that innumerable people have been killed by the “Church”
officials in actions believed to be efforts to save a
backslider from hell fire in the hereafter. The doctrine
is wrong! because the word “flesh” in that passage is
sarx in the Greek. It means carnal minded. Spirit is
pneuma, spirit as a force of a movement. Saved is sozo,
keep sound. In, is en, to.
The people on I Cor. 5:5 had became “Christian” for
materialistic purposes. They were Gnostics whose
Luciferian Doctrine taught the lie that Jesus Christ
sponsored Communism in which women were common
community property and a sly “Christian” could lead a life
of leisure by sucking his living out of the wealth
incorporated into Church property. That is what St. Paul
is discoursing about in I Cor. 5. He said for true
Christians to kick the Communists out of the Church and
let them go to Satan for their opposition to Christ, in
which their parasitical living would be cut off and they
would be compelled to find employment in which their
carnal mindedness would be destroyed by coming in
contact with men who would not tolerate Communism or
permit their women to become community property
subject to any man’s brutal desires. Where Christ says
for the people to sell all of their possessions and follow
Him while pooling everything, He meant if for a test of
their faith in Him, and also to have a pool of supplies and
money to assist unfortunate Christians deprived of making
a living by the Cainites who had passed laws barring
anyone from gainful employment if they professed faith
in Jesus Christ being the Son of God. That is the extent
of His “Communism”. Then by kicking the Communists
out of the Church, the spirit of Christ’s Doctrine would
remain sound to the Day of the Lord Jesus. That day
is on us now, the Communists are back in force, the
genuine Church is dead, because carnal mindedness has
superseded Christ’s Doctrine.
In I Cor. 7:5 Satan is the spirit of opposition in people
to remain faithful to Christ if forbidden to marry. Satan,
in II Cor, 2:11 is a Jew always ready to take advantage
of human weakness and pull one away from Christ.
Satan in II Cor. 11:14 has become an angel of light.
“Angel” in the Greek is aggelos. It means, messenger,
agent. Today, as of yore, that Satanic angel of the Devil
is Jews in our “Churches” superimposing the disguised
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Luciferian Doctrine upon the Doctrine of Christ in order
to destroy the latter while the angel from hell poses as
a pious Christian. Today, that “light” is the “spiritual”
illumination of the National Council of Churches, the
National Conference of Christians and Jews, Modernism,
High Criticism and all forms of “scientific Christianity”,
and the lie that God has became a Christian and He
wants to merge Christianity and Judaism for “peace,
unity, harmony, brotherhood” then top if off with the
“beauty” of mongrelization.
Satan, in II Cor. 12:7 would have been St. Paul’s
opposition to Christ if he had glorified himself as being a
Christian too “pure” to associate with other people.
In II Thess. 2:3-9 the man of sin is Jewry’s current
god, Prince Abdul Baraba Baha, notwithstanding the Jew
lie that, “the man of sin” has been the Roman Catholic
Church and the Popes down through the centuries.
Satan, in verse 9 is the Wandering Jew Devil of Rev.
12:12 who came to the United States in 1928 from
Leningrad Russia. The last account we had of him he
was on Flushing Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. His
presence was manifest by his signature, or symbol, of a
cobra’s head drawn on houses on the avenue, the same
as wherever he stopped from 429 B.C. in Pergamos,
Greece where it was first observed and recorded in
history. It is the symbol of the Serpent in the first
paragraph of protocol No. 3 of Jewry’s Luciferian
priests. The word “coming” in II Thess. 2:9 is parausia,
presence. After is kata, through. Paul, therefore,
prophesied that Prince Abdul Baraba Baha’s presence in
our House would be through the work of the Wandering
Jew Devil and his Jew Freemasons in B’nai B’rith. One
not mentally-dead can see the presence of those two
Devils has produced everything prophesied by Paul,
because B’nai B’rith did exalt Prince Abdul as God in the
Temple of God, which is Manasseh Israel’s great
Christian Anglo-Saxon-Celtic, Scandinavian and Nordic
people in the United States, where Prince Abdul exalted
himself above all that is called God, or that is
worshipped. He is the one withholding the truth from
Israel that she is the Kingdom of God in order to deceive
sincere Christians into believing this world is not their
home, they are just passing through and surrendering
their birthright to the Devil’s counterfeit race of Jews on
the sole strength of his lies that he is the correct owner
of this world.
Satan, in I Tim. 1:20 and 5:15 is in opposition to
Christ. The Synagogue of Satan in Rev. 2:9 and 3:9 is
world Jewry. The word “Jews” in those verses
originally was Judah. Today, Jewry indeed tells us they
are the sons of Judah and all of Israel remaining, yet in
the dark confines of his Luciferian Clubs (Hellel Clubs)
in every big city in America, the rabbis and B’nai B’rith
Freemasons are teaching “little” Jews the truth that
Jewry is NOT Judah, or even of Israelite extraction, but
JEW, THE LUCIFERIAN RACE.
In Rev. 3:9 the word “worship” is proskun and
“before” is enopion. When used together as they are
in Rev. 3:9 it means, to fall down before. Yes, Jewry will
fall down before the feet of Israel, the Kingdom of God,
in 1953 [More accurately, the antichrist agents will
fall down before Christ, “soon”.] and shed Crocodile
tears as prophesied in Isaiah 27:1; Zech. 12:12-14 and
Christ in Rev. 3:9 then beg us not to banish him into
Mongolia and Tibet as pay for all the bloodshed in God’s
House since the Devil spiritually-sabotaged our Adamic
propenitorst (sic. maybe penitent propensity), Matt. 23;35;
Luke 11:51; Zech. 14:21; Rev. 20:1-3.
In Rev. 2:13, 24 Satan was Artabanus II, King of
the Parthian Devils and the Cainite-Akkad-AmalekIdumeans in the New Testament, who were enemies of
Christ and His disciples. In Rev. 12:9 Satan is the
succeeding King of the Serpent race from 35 A.D. unto
today, and in Rev. 20:1-3 he is the current Devil Prince
Abdul Baraba Baha, and Jewry standing on the brink of
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being banished from God’s Christian House of Israel
forever in order for Christ Jesus to consummate His
Kingdom a tangible spiritual reality as portrayed in I Cor.
15:51-56; Rev. 21 and 22. After Jewry is banished from
Christendom, the Devil, as Satan, will be the succeeding
King of the Jews isolated from Christendom during the
Millennial Reign of Christ Jesus on the Throne of David
in the House of Israel. Today, that Throne is the Throne
of England. After 1,000 years of peace in God’s House,
Satan as Jewry and his king as Gog of Rev. 29:7 will
come forth again with all Northern East Asia (Magog,
verse 8) for cannon fodder in another effort to annihilate
God’s Kingdom. When that occurs, however, Satan and
his parasitical race of Jews will be extirpated from the
face of the Earth.
(Note: The “Church 1,000 year Millennial age” has
already happened and over with. Satan has been loosed
to deceive the nations through the United Nations and
Gog and Magog are at the door. The author’s view,
while good, at this point is a bit off. Also the author may
have been somewhat premature with some of his views
in 1953, otherwise his teachings about the Cainite-Jews
are very good, and for the most part, right on the money.)
Now THE Devil, in the original Books of the New
Testament, is Diabolos, meaning, calumniator as a
malicious accuser. It is used, only, for THE Devil and
his race. Therefore, we will leave “Satan” and take
“Diabolos” apart and examine him in order to terminate
this effort to correct the error in reasoning that THE
Devil is merely an evil angel in the dimension of spirit, in
the hearts of man, or down in the heart of the Earth, or
in the atmosphere.
In Matt. 13:25-30 Christ Jesus speaks about a field
of mixed seed. It is a wheat field in which an enemy
has sown tares (cockle). When the servants want to
remove the tares the master says to let them grow in
order to prevent pulling up the wheat whose roots are
fouled by the roots of the tares. Christ says He speaks
in parables about things kept hidden since the foundation
of the world. That “world” is kosmos, arrangement.
The wheat, at that occasion, was the House of Judah
arranged in Jewry’s Beast system in 37 B.C. The tares
are Cain’s household. Christ sowed the wheat and the
Devil sowed the tares. The parable extends on into
today during which time the Devil has been the
succeeding Kings of the Jews down to Abdul Baraba
Baha today. After the Jew-Khazar Empire was
destroyed in 1016, the Devil sowed his tares in God’s
field of Christendom in order for the parasites to suck
their living out of Israel while sabotaging and destroying
our Christian faith in God. The wheat is now ripe and
ready for harvest, and before the end of 1953 Jewry will
be gathered out of Christendom and burned (verses 3940) before the rapture, or harvest.
(Here again, the author is misguided by the doctrine
of the rapture, and once more is premature with his date
of 1953. I have also deleted part of the text in this
paragraph as it is not appropriate to the subject.)
“Then (after Jewry is removed) shall the righteous
(Israel) shine forth as the Sun in the Kingdom of their
Father” verse 43. ...
The Devil and his angels in Matt. 25:41 is the Jew
king and his Jew angels of hell. We know it because the
word “curse” in that verse is katara, to wish a curse
against one. It is synonymous with the curse in Isa. 34:5
which is cherem in Hebraic. It means, things that should
have been utterly destroyed, and that word “things” is
nephesh, beast. Isaiah calls them Idumea because the
Cainite-Akkad-Amalek Beast absorbed Esau in
mongrelization then called themselves Idumea, or the
Edomites; and the counterfeit race is the Beast race as
the mangy renegade goat-nation.
In Luke 8:12 the Devil is the King of the Jews
working through Jews and non-Jew stooges to establish
occult religious cults in order to destroy Christianity in the

hearts of all entering the doors. Today, some of those
cults are Luciferian Christian Mysticism commonly
known as Theosophy, “scientific Christianity”, Modernism,
High Criticism, Yogaism, Asiatic Self Realization.
In John 6:70 Jesus Christ says one of His disciples
was a Devil. He was Judas Iscariot, a Cainite-AkkadAmalek-Idumean mongrel descendent of Cain and Ishtar,
whose ancestral grandfather was Azazel, the Serpent in
Gen. 3, and in John 8:44 Jesus Christ accuses those
twice dead Beasts of being the literal offspring of the
Devil, Aazael, and in verse 33 they admit they are not
Israelite.
In Acts 10:36 the Devil was Arabanus II whom we
have previously observed. In Acts 13:5-10 is a Cainite
Jew black magic artist whom Paul, in verse 10, accuses
of being a Devil. The Devil in Eph. 4:27 is still a king
of the Cainite household. The date in the margin is 64
A.D. At that time Volgases I, King of Partha, was THE
Devil. He was pulling the last string taut for the Jewish
War (66-70 A.D.) which Flavius Josephus tells about
when he says that Devil attempted to extirpate the
House of Judah from the face of the Earth. Dion
Cassius, in his book Roman History, further says that
Devil was attempting to wipe out Christianity in
Continental Europe and Palestine and Druidism and
Christianity in the British Isles. He is the same Devil in
Eph. 6:11, and girding on the whole armor of God, cited
by Paul in Eph. 6:13-17, including the naked sword of
God’s Word that the Ephesians were Israelites of the
House of Dan; and today the sword is the same as God’s
Word that the Anglo-Saxon-Celtic Scandinavian and
Nordic people in the majority are the House of Israel as
God’s Kingdom on Earth.
In I Tim. 3:7 Timothy shows the conduct, becoming
to a Bishop of the Church, or any preacher today not
regarded especially as a Bishop. They are to hold that
position only after becoming seasoned Christians, which
is denoted in the word “novice” in verse 6, which is
neophutos, newly planted. Because if he were not a
seasoned Christian he would fall into condemnation to the
Devil, who is the same Beast as Jewry’s king teaching
apostasy to Christians through Jewry’s Beast System. If
the preacher does not have a good report for those not
in his denomination, he will fall into the snare of the Devil
set by Jews to discredit the clergy and ruin their
influence. The modern trap was set and baited by Rabbi
Reichorn in Prague, Czechoslovakia in 1869 when he
informed a convention of the Luciferian priests:
“Naturally we must commence by discrediting the
ministry of this religion (Christianity). Let us declare
open war on them; suggest suspicions as to their
devotion, of their private life. And by ridicule and jest,
we shall get the better of the consideration attaching to
the State and to the cloth.” Then, in Paris, France,
February 1936 the Grand Master of Jewry’s Grand
Orient Freemasonic Lodge of B’nai B’rith reviewed the
result of the trap when he informed another convention
of the Luciferian priests (convened in order to draw all
strings taut for World War II), and the Paris publication
Le Reveil du Peuple quoted him: “We have turned the
Clergy into objects of hatred and ridicule, we have
subjected them to the contempt of the crowd. We have
caused the practice of the catholic Religion to be
considered out of date and a mere waste of time.
“And the non-Jews, in their stupidity, have proven
easier dupes than we expected them to be. One would
expect more intelligence and more practical common
sense, but they are no more than a herd of sheep.”
Formerly, in the same speech he said: “We must always
bear in mind that the Catholic Church is the only
institution which has stood and which will, as long as it
remains in existence, stand in our way. The Catholic
Church, with her methodical work, and her edifying and
moral teaching, will always keep her children in such a
state of mind as to make them too self-respecting to yield
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to our domination and to bow before our future King of
Israel.” [So, why does the Pope wear a yarmulke?]
That king of false Israel in 1936 and today is the
Turko-Mongol Jew, Prince Abdul Baraba Baha, whose
condemnation and trap the average preacher in America
has fallen into despite the fact that Timothy warned of
its location when he wrote his great letters, yet by being
willingly ignorant of the mysteries of God’s Kingdom of
Israel and our position in the world, they have gone to
hell and seem to like it. But if God peradventure will give
them repentance (change of mind) to the knowledge of
the truth; that they may recover themselves out of the
snare of the Devil who are taken captive by him at his
will (II Tim. 2:25, 26) they could save this Nation of
Manasseh Israel from pending sorrows dished out by the
Devil’s race of Jews in their final attempt to extirpate the
Kingdom of God (Yahweh) from the face of the Earth
or perish in the attempt.
The word “repentance” in II Tim. 2:25 is metanoia,
a change of mind. James 4:7 says resist the Devil and
he will flee from you. James 1:1 proves he is writing to
the 12 tribes of Israel. Israel, today, is the Christian
Nations—the White man’s civilization. Today, as during
James’ time, the “world” in James 4:4 is kosmos in the
Greek. It means, arrangement. The word “resist” in
verse 7 is SATAN. It means, hate, accuse, to oppose.
That Devil is Jewry as the racial body of the Beast. The
“world” around and impregnating Israel’s Christian
Nations is the arrangement of our people in Jewry’s
Beast System. Resistance against the Jew Devil is
everything Christian, which builds strong faith in God,
strong morals, character, harmonious home, community,
national life ..., strong nationalism, strong patriotism, pride
in one’s race, sound Republican Constitutional Christian
Government, thrift, prosperity, and abundance of the first
necessities of life. In other words, it creates a strong,
healthy national life on which the parasitical Jew Devils
cannot feed and he will flee from the individual and the
Nation to a weaker national plant without strength to
resist the penetration of the parasites. God (Yahweh),
however, did not choose Israel in order for us to build
ourselves into that healthy plant so the parasitical Devil
would flee to other people and suck his living out of them
for their destruction. Instead, He chose Israel and gave
her His Laws on how to build herself first into a strong
body on which the Jew parasites would perish if they
attempted to absorb our strength into themselves—the
same as any parasitical insect will not feed on healthy
vegetation. They choose unhealthy vegetation, because
there are certain qualities in robust vegetation that are
poisonous to insect parasites. ... Without a plant on
which the Jew Devils would be capable of feeding, they
would be compelled to withdraw to themselves and suck
their living out of one another in order for God to permit
the Devil and his race to destroy themselves and free
man of evil and death.
However, our ancestors showed their weakness
by permitting the Jew Devils to penetrate our Nations.
While sucking their living out of our people, we,
however, continued growing into a powerful material
State. Yet, today, under the surface of that material
strength, the heart of our national tree is dead, the
trunk has been encircled under the bark and the leaves
and fruit have been devoured by the parasitical Jew
palm-worms, grasshoppers, canker-worms and
caterpillars as prophesied by Joel 1:4, and today the
world stands in trembling fear of being devoured by
larva of Bessie bugs.
[End Part Four. This book can be obtained
through:]
Clifton A. Emahiser’s Teaching Ministries
1012 N. Vine Street
Fostoria, Ohio 44830
Ph. (419) 435-2836
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World News Insights
[In the Philippines, de jure President Estrada is
If they sell them, their value will decrease even
busy trying to unite the Filipino people and faster;
appears to have a significant measure of popular
If they buy more to keep the dollar and their
support.]
export-based (rather illusory) profits from collapsing,
they will only delay the inevitable and build themselves
ESTRADA VOWS TO UNITE OPPOSITION
an even bigger problem.
Daily Tribune, 1/3/05
...Staying on a fiat-based reserve system simply is
By Jun P. Yap
not an option. The more time is “bought” by these
countries continuing to buy dollars to keep their own
Aside from pursuing his objective and the one goal currencies low and the dollar system from imploding,
left unfinished by late movie icon and presidential bet the bigger the problem gets. All of the participants
Fernando Poe Jr. to help and serve the Filipinos, know very well that, eventually, a point of no return
especially the poor majority, ousted President Joseph will be reached.
Estrada, recuperating from complete knee operations
Right now, they are still waiting, hoping—against
in Hong Kong, has vowed to unite the opposition, all better knowledge. But that will stop at some point
divided by the rift over the rightful presidential in time, because it will become impossible to maintain.
candidate months ahead of the May electoral derby
The only hope they have right now is that,
last year.
somehow, their tactics will enable another credit-fueled
Estrada, admitted at the Hong Kong Adventists “boom” of the world economy—but they really know
Hospital, over the weekend said he would gather the better. They know exactly that credit-fueled “booms”
opposition upon his return to the Philippines and do his are what brought us all to this juncture in the first
best to unite the minority bloc.
place. Any more of this, and this pressure cooker will
He explained his move would also be a simply explode. That’s not the kind of “boom” they
continuation of the objective of Poe, whom he want.
considers his best buddy, to serve the people, including
The only viable alternative is the one thing they
the masses.
have collectively tried to abandon and have worked so
…When asked about his plans to pursue his hard to forever lay to rest. It will take some time to
political career, Estrada plainly said he would try to sink in, but sink in it will. Namely, only by exchanging
continue the objective of his late buddy in serving the dollars for physical gold reserves can they truly save
poor and underprivileged Filipinos.
their countries from this mess. Here is why:
…Estrada said 2004 had been good to him
The very same reason why the Asians can’t sell
because of the fact that his followers voted for his son dollars right now (their dollar-holdings’ value would
Jinggoy to the Senate after the fruitful senatorial bid of dramatically decrease, so they end up with huge
his wife Loi during an earlier election.
losses) will eventually force them to abandon all
...According to him, he would want his case to be pretenses at being able to run a world-wide monetary
finished “so the Filipino public would learn of the truth regime apart from gold, and it will force them to start
behind the case filed against him by the Arroyo buying gold with their dollars.
administration.”
If they sell dollars for other currencies or
The huge support still being enjoyed by Estrada productive assets, each time they spend dollars to buy
from the Filipino masses was proved by recent surveys these their remaining dollars will decrease in value and
showing majority of the Filipinos are convinced their buy less, while any real assets they could buy with the
lives could have been better under the Estrada proceeds will increase in price as the dollar sucks all
leadership rather than the administration of Mrs. currencies down that old competitive-devaluation
Arroyo.
sinkhole.
[GAIA Program, anyone? The need for goldThe same will be true if they buy gold with their
backed currency is spelled out most clearly by Alex dollars of course. But there is one decisive difference.
Wallenwein, <a1-guide-to-gold-investments.com>.]
If they buy gold for their dollars, then yes, the
value of the dollar will decease just as rapidly—but
ARE GOLD-RESERVES THE ONLY WAY OUT?
the accompanying rise in the price of gold will more
By Alex Wallenwein, 1/3/05
than compensate them for this loss. Why is that so?
Because the “performance” of the gold they buy does
A very simple case can be made to show that not depend on the performance of any underlying
world central banks will soon be forced to return to a economy where other real assets they might diversify
pure gold-reserve system.
into may be located.
If they want to save even a smidgeon of their
As each additional dollar spent buys less and less,
former power, they really have no choice—unless they each additional ton of gold becomes more and more
prefer that the whole ship go down before they change “expensive” in terms of dollars. As this process
course.
continues, their balance sheets will on balance be, well
Right now, international dollar reserves constitute ... balanced.
the proverbial hot potato. Nobody really wants them,
Whatever downward pressure their fiat-sales will
but no one can afford to drop them, either.
exert on the dollar, gold will make it up in a
Best way to demonstrate the truth of this: a look commensurate price-jump. Eventually, they will come
at Asian central banks, especially those of China, to the realization that the dollar-price of gold (or
Japan, and India.
whatever other currency price of gold) is nothing but
They are awash in dollars, and they know that a red herring, a ruse.
dollars are falling and will continue to fall. They also
The real value lies in the gold, not in the dollar.
know that:
Instead of looking at the “price of gold”, they will
If they simply keep them, their value will rapidly eventually begin to look at the price of fiat, and they
decrease over time;
will realize that its price—due to fiat’s inherent
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worthlessness—is always too high. It doesn’t matter
which way you look at it. If you have any grasp on
economic reality at all, you know that the cost of fiat
is always too high.
...The problem is: where does that leave the U.S.
as the dollar’s issuer? What effects will it have on the
U.S. economy if the all world sells dollars for gold?
Will the Fed and Treasury join the gold-buying rush
and in the process annihilate their own currency?
...Take a good look at China. Interesting to note
in all of this is that, of all places China—yes,
supposedly communist China—is strongly advocating
that its people own and save physical gold to hedge
against currency risk. Thus quoth Zhou Xiaochuan,
the governor of the Peoples Bank of China in a recent
address to the LBMA....
[As the following articles show, the December
26, 2004 earthquake and tsunami are probably not
the end of this seismic “event” in its entirety.
Emphasis has been added to draw your attention
to some key points in the following articles.]
EARTH STILL RINGING LIKE A BELL
AFTER ASIA QUAKE
Reuters, 1/10/05
Two weeks on, the Earth is still vibrating from
the massive undersea earthquake off Indonesia that
triggered the tsunami, Australian researchers said on
Sunday.
The Australian National University (ANU) said the
reverberations were similar in form to the ringing of a
bell, though without the sound, and were picked up by
gravity monitoring instruments.
“These are not things that are going to throw you
off your chair, but they are things that the kinds of
instruments that are in place around the world can now
routinely measure,” said ANU Earth Sciences
researcher Herb McQueen.
...“We can still see a steady signal of the Earth
vibrating as a result of that earthquake two weeks
later. From what it looks like, it appears it will
probably continue to oscillate for several more
weeks.”
...U.S. scientists said just after the quake that it
may have permanently accelerated the Earth’s
rotation—shortening days by a fraction of a second—
and caused the planet to wobble on its axis....
EARTH STILL SHAKING AFTER
EARTHQUAKE: AUSTRALIAN SCIENTISTS
Indo-Asian News Service, 1/9/05
The Earth is still ringing like a bell about two weeks
after the earthquake that shook the Indian Ocean and
triggered the tsunamis in Asia, according to Australian
scientists here, Xinhua reported.
The Australian Broadcasting Corporation Sunday
quoted Herb McQueen from the Australian National
University as saying that a gravity meter is still
detecting ringing from the rare seismic event.
He said scientists across the world were studying
the data.
“Normally a reasonably large earthquake will
continue reverberating for a couple of days on our
charts, but this one has been going steadily for the
last 12 to 13 days and shows no signs of letting
up actually,” McQueen said.
“There’s still a measurable oscillation and I’ve
never seen the Earth ringing this long after an
earthquake,” he said.
[The following article provides a wealth of
background information from a geologistgeophysicist who really seems to know his stuff
and makes the point that it’s not over yet.]
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SUMATRA CONTINUING SEISMIC NOISE—
DANGER CONTINUES
<Rense.com>, 1/1/05
From Harry Mason, Geologist-Geophysicist
I note that all seismic info web sites are showing
large (6.0-5.0 richter scale) quakes continuing
every couple of hours along the AndamanSumatra fault line. These have been occurring ever
since Boxing Day right up until today. The continuing
quakes demonstrate VERY “noisy” high energy
background seismograph records when viewed on
seismograms collected from seismic stations located
within a few thousand kilometers of the original 9.0
richter event. This may indicate continued high
frequency micro-quakes of the type associated
with volcanic intrusion in the upper crust on a
massive scale along the Andaman-Sumatra island
arc zone.
...Given the violent off-scale nature of
seismograms over the last few days it is difficult to
generate either precise richter level info OR precise
Lat-Long co-ordinates for specific events. In fact the
noise level on many seismograms suggest this has
been and is a nearly continuous energy event with
regular high energy peaks every few hours. This
may indicate that igneous intrusive action is
occurring here on a massive scale deep within
the crust associated with continual faulting
movement along the proto island arc???
A long dormant Andaman volcano has begun
to errupt over the last few days and an Indian
Government geologist has said that this erruption is
nothing to be concerned about. Many volcanoes along
the Andaman-Sumatran arc are of a highly explosive
type—but I am unfamiliar with the specific newly
errupting volcano type.
If you read the information below (taken from Dr.
George Pararas-Carayannis site) re the 1883 explosion
of Krakatoa you might wish to contest the statement
that “there is nothing to be concerned about”!!!
You should note that some 1000 years previously
an exploding proto Krakatoa was literally the cause of
the “DARK AGES”!!! But more recently, in 1883, it
began all over again as follows:
“After a long period of inactivity (about 200 years),
Krakatoa became active again in early 1883. The first
indication that something was happening on Krakatoa
was when a large earthquake struck the area. Seismic
activity became stronger until May 20,1883, when the
volcano abruptly came to life. The initial explosive
eruptions of Krakatoa could be heard 160 km away.
Steam and ash could be seen rising 11km above the
summit of the volcano. By August 11, 1883, three
vents were actively erupting. Eleven other vents were
ejecting smaller quantities of steam, ash and dust.
“Around 1 pm on the 26th of August 1883, the
explosions became more frequent occurring on the
average every 10 minutes. Sailors on a ship, 120 km
away from the island reported a black cloud of smoke
rising above the volcano. At the time the rim of
Krakatoa’s crater was approximately 1,000 meters in
diameter and had and average depth of 50 meters.
The volcano’s central vent was blocked by a plug of
solid lava and underneath it pressure was rapidly
building up.
“The renewed activity in May 1883 culminated in
four gigantic explosions on August 26 and 27 of the
same year. On the afternoon of August 26, 1883, (27
August local date) at 17: 07 Greenwich time (GMT),
the first of these four violent explosions began. A
black cloud of ash was initially observed. It rose 17
miles (27 kilometers) above Krakatoa. In the morning
of the next day, on August 27, 1883, at 05:30, 06:44
and 10:02 GMT, three more violent eruptions occurred.

It was the paroxysmal eruption which occurred at
10:02 which blew away the northern two-thirds of the
island. This was the most severe violent volcanic
explosion on Earth in modern times. The explosion
was followed by the collapse of the unsupported
volcanic chambers of Krakatoa forming the huge
underwater caldera. It was this explosion and collapse
of Krakatoa that generated catastrophic tsunami
waves as high as 37 meters (120 ft.) that caused
havoc and destruction in the Sunda Strait.”
Well as you can see from the initial early 1883
Krakatoa region “large earthquake” a series of events
unfolded that culminated in a massive explosion at
Krakatoa and a huge tsunamis on August 27th 1883.
Thus it took about 7 months for the Krakatoa incident
to fully develop. Krakatoa also had a huge loss of
life—if repeated today the loss of life could be MUCH
higher.
It is early days yet BUT I do not believe that the
danger from this Boxing Day Sumatra event has
passed. The locality off NW Sumatra has now
demonstrated unprecedented seismic instability
over a duration of several days and the region has
a VERY VIOLENT and well documented quaketsunamis-volcanic eruption history. Whatever
precipitated this disastrous event it is highly
unlikely that it is over and therefore danger
remains.
Keep your wits about you since yet more
massive quakes and/or explosive volcanic
erruptions and tsunamis may well occur over the
next few months (or year(s))—NB these may
NOT be limited to the Indian Ocean region.
The world chart of real time earthquakes seems to
indicate that fresh quakes are initiating in other stressed
parts of the planets crust—particularly along the New
Guinea-Japan-Alaska-California fault systems—
probably in response to the dis-equilibrium in the
Earth’s tectonic stress field created by the 8.3r
Macquarie Island quake and then the 9.1r Sumatra and
subsequent quakes. The next few weeks will be
critical in developing our understanding of this event.
It will pay to keep abreast of this unfolding seismic
event for several months if not years....
[It is worth noting that the supervolcano Toba is
located on the main island of Sumatra in Indonesia,
as pointed out in the Tom Bearden series we have
been running. Toba erupted some 75,000 years ago
and is said to have caused a genetic “bottleneck” by
killing off all but a remnant of mankind. Meanwhile,
since everything is connected, keep in mind other
parts of the planet are affected too.]
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[As additional confirmation of the non-Western
alliance which has been forming, we cite a huge
liquefied natural gas deal between India and Iran
(which just recently wrapped up a $200 billion deal
with China), along with finalization of an important
oil deal between Venezuela and China:]
INDIA AND IRAN SIGN $40B LNG DEAL
Reuters, 1/8/05
India has signed a $40 billion deal with Iran to
import liquefied natural gas and join in developing three
Iranian oilfields.
A joint statement said India would import 7.5
million tonnes a year (tpy) of LNG starting 2009 and
running for 25 years.
“Every last detail has been settled, price too,” said
Indian Oil Minister Mani Shankar Aiyar after talks
with his Iranian counterpart, Bijan Zanganeh, on Friday.
An Indian government official put the price tag of
the deal at $40 billion although there was no official
confirmation of the figure. The statement said India’s
ONGC Videsh Ltd and the National Iranian Oil
Company (NIOC) had agreed a preliminary deal for
Indian firms to participate in the Yadavaran and Jufeyr
oilfields through service contracts....
VENEZUELA AND CHINA SIGN OIL DEAL
BBC News, 12/30/04

Venezuelan president Hugo Chavez has offered
China wide-ranging access to the country’s oil
reserves.
The offer, made as part of a trade deal between
the two countries, will allow China to operate oil fields
in Venezuela and invest in new refineries.
Venezuela has also offered to supply 120,000
barrels of fuel oil a month to China.
Venezuela—the world’s fifth largest oil exporter—
sells about 60% of its output to the United States.
Mr. Chavez’s administration, which has a strained
relationship with the U.S., is trying to diversify sales to
reduce its dependence on its largest export market.
China’s quick-growing economy’s need for oil has
contributed to record-high oil prices this year, along
with political unrest in the Middle East and supply
bottlenecks. Oil prices are finishing the year roughly
30% higher than they were in January 2004.
In 2004, according to forecasts from the Ministry
of Commerce, China’s oil imports will be 110m tons,
up 21% on the previous year.
China has been a net importer of oil since the
mid-1990s with more than a third of the oil and gas it
RUSSIAN SCIENTIST PREDICTS MASSIVE
consumes coming from abroad.
TSUNAMIS IN SOUTH AMERICA
A lack of sufficient domestic production and the
MosNews, 12/30/04
need to lessen its dependence on imports from the
Middle East has meant that China is looking to invest
A Russian scientist has warned that a deadly in other potential markets such as Latin America.
tsunami like the one that devastated south-east
Asia over the weekend could strike in places
like Ecuador, Peru, and Columbia.
Yevgeny Dolginov, a professor of geological
studies at the Russian University for Peoples’
Friendship, estimated the risk to areas around the world
using a theory based on tectonic plate movements, the A batch of mail has apparently been lost.
Interfax news agency reported.
Anyone who sent donations, payments for
“I feel it is necessary to warn the embassies
subscriptions or book orders, correspondence or
of countries located around the equator about
the possibilities of massive earthquakes in the a change of address to CONTACT between
November 15, 2004 and December 6, 2004
near future,” Dolginov was quoted as saying.
“According to my theory, there are lineaments that should please call Valerie Tracy at 1-800-800present a danger in terms of seismic activity.”
5565 to verify that your payment or
Among other possible danger zones, he named
Equatorial New Guinea, Cameroon, Nigeria and correspondence came through. We apologize for
any inconvenience.
Gabon.
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Budget’s “Tip of the Week” #15:
Operating in a Foreign Jurisdiction Without Having to Qualify the Corporation
Since most people who form Nevada corporations reside in jurisdictions other than Nevada, one of the first
questions that needs to be addressed is how to properly use the corporation while they themselves operate from
within their home state (or country). Is it necessary to register or qualify the Nevada corporation to do business
within their jurisdiction? Often it is—especially if there is a physical presence involving employees—but there are
often many useful exceptions to the rule.
Let’s look at the exemptions from qualification in the State of California—which is generally known for both its
stringent regulations and its repressive taxation—to see what “loopholes” exist. You should look up the regulations
in your own particular jurisdiction but as a general rule they will tend to be quite similar.
Business Exempt from Qualification in the State of California
Without excluding other activities which may constitute transacting business, a foreign corporation shall not be
considered to be transacting business solely by reason of carrying on any one or more of the following activities:
1) A foreign corporation shall not be considered to be transacting intrastate business merely because its subsidiary
transacts intrastate business.
2) Maintaining or defending any action or suit or administrative action.
3) Holding meetings of its board or shareholders or carrying out other activities concerning its internal affairs.
4) Maintaining bank accounts.
5) Maintaining offices or agencies for the transfer, exchange or registration of its securities.
6) Effecting sales through independent contractors.
7) Soliciting or procuring orders either by mail or through employees or agents or otherwise where such orders
require acceptance without this state before becoming binding contracts.
8) Creating evidences of debt or mortgages on real property.
9) Conducting an isolated transaction within a period of 180 days and not in the course of a number of repeated
transactions of like nature.
We have highlighted number 6 because this provision is used by an increasing number of businesses in the
area of consulting. When the consultant is an independent contractor and the income is earned by a Nevada
corporation, the corporation has no presence in the foreign jurisdiction, only the contractor does. So, the contractor
must pay home-state tax on his income but the corporation earns its income in Nevada. There can be tremendous
tax savings if the contractor lives modestly and draws only what is needed to meet living expenses. Note: It is
essential that the corporation exists “at arm’s length” from the contractor.
Where the business is more product-related rather than service-related, provision number 7 can come into play.
Ensure that the orders generated require acceptance from Nevada before becoming binding contracts!
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“ Each and every thing that we do affects
everything else within the universe—to the
same degree that things which occur in the
universe affect us. ”
—Little Crow, brother now observing

